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IN CONVERSATION WITH THE DIRECTOR
PROF. DR. FRANK EMMRICH
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institutions. Fraunhofer Institutes, however, allow the regional anchoring of jobs and innovative strength at far more

  (    $       (=

cost-effective terms. We cover more than 80 percent of our

Normally, the development of a Fraunhofer Institute proceeds

personnel and material expenses by conducting contract

over several stages in which its power of innovation and re-

research for public and private clients. This is done in more

             !-

than 90 individual projects.



     

      "#

institute after a quick start. Whether this was successful or

%

not was evaluated within the scope of an expert assessment

#       @  

on behalf of the Executive Board. This evaluation yielded a

; >$     

very positive result, so that the German Federal States

'   

$ %%

developing new diagnostic and therapeutic methods. This is

 



%           

          
   :
 =

    %    % 

for Cell Therapy and Immunology IZI the transfer to basic

the major concern forming the basis of all our projects. Mo-

funding of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft. This is surely the

reover, we also wish to help the industry in developing new

most important of last year‘s issues and as it is the outcome

products and markets with the aid of innovative technology

of a collaborative effort of all employees we can now all

  %    % #   #   

     &  '  #      

  %   %%(    ) # 

only available in 2006 and the newly constructed institute

of life sciences. As newcomers in the research market, our

building only in 2008, we have already contracted research

     &    %  %    -

projects amounting to more than 28 million Euros and our

hough we have up to now contracted more than 40 research

annual turnover is approaching 10 million Euros.

contracts from the industry the respective industrial portion

 

of our project portfolio still amounts to only 15 to 20 percent
; >$    !$ ?!  ? 
(  



%      %

  !   = Basic funding

is an operating grant the Fraunhofer Institutes receive as their

;   )  !$ 

share of the government funding given to the Fraunhofer-

   B $    $

Gesellschaft. It is calculated on the basis of a formula accord-

entered into our so far largest industrial contract worth more

ing to which we, for instance in 2011, receive a little less

than 1 million Euros with an Australian company for which

than 20 percent of our operating costs from the Fraunhofer-

we will conduct the development of a most innovative cell

          # 

therapy for the treatment of malignant tumors until a manu-

granted by the Free State of Saxony on the one hand and

facturing authorization is granted. This is not only a challenge

by the Leipzig Foundation for Innovation and Technology

due to the great distance but also a special achievement by

Transfer on the other hand. With this developmental support

our employees in the Department of Cell Engineering, head-

they have helped us to stand on our own two feet within

ed by Dr. Gerno Schmiedeknecht. Within the framework of

the Fraunhofer system. Usually, the Federal States bear a

Europe-wide competition, contracts of this magnitude are

# 

only assigned after critical and repeated inspections of the

       #     
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= We have

PREFACE

corresponding on-site conditions. Moreover, we have also

the small calculating and printing machines carried by the

succeeded in leading our technology platform for biomarker

ticket inspectors of the German Railways. In order to develop

development by means of non-coding (nc) RNA to the grant

and exploit this concept we supported an outsourcing project

of funding in a multistage competitive process within the

from the institute in the past year.

framework of a Fraunhofer Foundation Project (“Ribolution“).
This is a joint project of several Fraunhofer Institutes under

K   #Q

the coordinating leadership of the Fraunhofer IZI and Prof.

    )    ;  ' W  : ;

Friedemann Horn. The project has a total worth of about

     #   Q      

10 million Euros and aims at identifying new biomarkers,



 #       

pean Union advances the networking of research groups all

%   

   #  '  # 
  

  "%%  & 
%

     

    %&  /:  &  
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 = With its framework programs the Euro-

over Europe. Beforehand, the issues of highly comprehensive
#     %         

WINGS project (West Nile Shield Project: Epidemiology, Diag-

<=       %  

nosis and Prevention of West Nile Virus in Europe), which is

ent European consortia for the highly prestigious EU projects.

also of great importance in terms of research policy, a novel

The projects are based on international contracts and both

vaccine against the West Nile Virus is being developed under

drawing up these contracts and Europe-wide coordination

the direction of Dr. Sebastian Ulbert. We have already parti-

are particular challenges for the project management. Be-

    /:  &  

  /  : 

       

project that we are to take responsibility for in terms of direc-

  

  

%

   %  

 &  <!  

# 

  

    

resources for our main building as well as for the extension

tion and coordination.

building, the latter still under construction, come from the
 - 

  (

  ?J B

European Fund for Regional Development (EFRE). In order

  J   ?   ! (: (  

to remain involved, the city of Leipzig and the Free State of

 != We received this award within the scope

Saxony invited EU commissioner Dr. Johannes Hahn to Saxony

of the nationwide contest “365 Landmarks in the Land of

in 2010. In form of a reference project by the Free State of

Ideas“, which is substantially sponsored by the Deutsche

Saxony, we were given the pleasure of presenting to him

Bank. One of the awards was for the concept “BioCity

      /         



Campus“ according to which an attractive research campus is

        



supposed to be established on the former trade fair grounds

region and the Free State of Saxony with our performance

in the southeast of Leipzig. Substantially, we owe this success

record.

# 

to Dr. Wilhelm Gerdes, who has also contributed to another
innovation award given for a novel miniaturized diagnostic
platform. The issue here is the development of a highly sensitive measurement system for laboratory values that shall
be available within a very short period of time right at the
patient‘s bed. The device is supposed to be hardly larger than
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FIVE YEARS OF FRAUNHOFER IZI
I n 2010 t he F r a unh o fe r I Z I ce l e b ra te d i ts fifth anni v ers ary and l ooks bac k on a s uc c es s ful dev el opment .
After t he posit iv e e va l u a ti o n , th e I n s ti tu te is now a ful l y -fl edged and permanent i ns ti tuti on of t he
Fraunhof e r- Ge se lls c h a ft a s o f Ja n u a ry 1 , 2 0 1 1.

 ) )  

 

%  < ) 

Following a 5-year development phase, the institute was

On April 29, 2005, the Day of Immunology which was once

evaluated and assessed in July 2010 by a commission of

established for all of Europe, the Fraunhofer IZI was founded



 [(#   !%   )    

  !  

     

%  

politics. The result was eagerly awaited and turned out to



Max Bürger Research Center of the University of Leipzig. In

 %     >?       #    

 %       

 [(# \] $^

IZI shows that it is well positioned amongst international

were rented and put into service. Renting, extending and

competition. In a biomedically / biotechnologically and

equipping 1,500 m2          

entrepreneurially strong environment, the Fraunhofer IZI has

logistical challenge for all parties involved, as was designing,

found a good basis for a sustainable development and for

planning and implementing the 450 m2 clean room facility,

earning an international reputation“, as Prof. Dr. Dr. Sabine

which was put into operation as early as summer 2006.

von Schorlemer, Saxon State Minister for Science and the

Finally, on September 22, 2006, the foundation stone for

Arts, commented the result.

the institute building was laid. After only eight months of
construction time the shell of the building was completed

K            # 

%



and the topping-out ceremony could be celebrated in

The positive evaluation results in the institute‘s transfer to

May 2007. By spring 2008, the interior construction and

    X # %      #

equipping was completed and in April the migration from
 \] $^

?        #       

         

the Free State of Saxony and EU funding, now 90 percent of

On June 27, 2008, the new main building of the Fraunhofer

the basic funding of the institute are covered by the Federal

IZI was ceremoniously opened and presented to the public.

Government and the remaining 10 percent by the Free State

   

of Saxony. The basic funding is calculated on the basis of

already in progress, whose foundation stone was laid on

the number of employees, the institute‘s turnover as well as

September 23, 2009, and which is due to be put into service

attracted economic revenues and EU funding.

in spring 2012.

With the transfer to basic funding, the Fraunhofer IZI now

The institute‘s growth, however, is not only expressed in

also has the possibility to participate in internal support

the construction of buildings. At the end of the foundation

programs of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, which in turn leaves

year 2005 the Fraunhofer IZI had 16 employees. Only one

the institute more opportunities for the implementation of

year later there were already 71 and in December 2007 as



   Y        X "!   

many as 109 employees. Even in the years of the economic

respect to development of research infrastructure, acquisition

crisis, 2008 and 2009, the number of employees could be

of equipment and building projects is increased as it can now

 

establish its own investment budget.

closure 2010 the number of employees had increased tenfold

 #     !  

 # 

 _`{     _|} ?   



in relation to the year of foundation. At the beginning of
2011 the institute now has 169 employees, with a tendency
for further growth. The institute‘s operating budget has also
been increased from 475,000 Euros to just under 9 million
/   

     ~|     



         -

) )

ment and, after the positive evaluation, we look to the future
with high expectations.
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6TH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON
NEUROPROTECTION AND NEUROREPAIR
W it h t he Int e r n a ti o n a l S y mp o s i u m o n Neuroprotec ti on and N eurorepai r the F raunhofer I ZI ext ends it s
spe c t r um of s ci e n tifi c e ve n ts .

      #

       

Leibniz Institute for Neurobiology experts from all over the

exchange. Beside the annually held Fraunhofer Life Science

world were invited to Rostock-Warnemünde to discuss the

Symposium and the biennially organized World Conference

    #

on Regenerative Medicine, the institute participated in an

nervous system. Altogether, 250 scientists from 30 nations

%  

      

   %  #     %  

   

  #  

 

        

leading organizer. Thus, the sixth International Symposium on

companied and supported the discussion on recent research

Neuroprotection and Neurorepair was substantially arranged

results within the framework of 62 presentations and 124

by Dr. Johannes Boltze, Alexander Kranz and Daniel-

poster contributions. In an animated podium discussion,

Christoph Wagner of the Department of Cell Therapy. To-

approaches to the translation of fundamental research into

gether with Prof. Dr. Georg Reiser of the Otto-von-Guericke

clinical applications were debated as heatedly as the potential

University in Magdeburg and Prof. Dr. Klaus Reymann of the

  %  # =  % #%



     )

research. From fundamental insights into molecular mechanisms right down to the development of neuroprotective
agents the program offered a broad and exciting spectrum of
topics around the protection of the nervous system.
From May 2 to 5, 2012, the successful event will be
1 Podium (left to right):

continued in Potsdam.

Prof. Wolf-Rüdiger Schäbitz,
Prof. Ulrich Dirnagl, Prof. Olle

Further information is available at

Lindvall, Prof. Gary Steinberg,

www.neurorepair-2012.de

Prof. Frank Emmrich, Prof.
Marc Fisher.

2 Congress Center of the Yacht
Harbor Residence “Hohe Düne“
(High Dune).
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COMPANY SETTLEMENT IN SAXONY
Th an k s t o t he suc ce s s fu l re s e a rc h co o p e ra ti o n wi th the F raunhofer I ZI another renowned c ompany has
been c onv inc e d t o s e ttl e i n S a xo n y i n 2 0 1 0 .

The Australian company Prima BioMed Ltd. and the

Prima BioMed Ltd. is already the third international company

Fraunhofer IZI have already worked together for some time

that has come to identify Saxony as an attractive research

on the production of an immunotherapeutic for the therapy

location via its cooperation with the Fraunhofer IZI. In 2009

of ovarian carcinoma.

the Fraunhofer IZI accompanied two cooperating companies
in establishing subsidiaries. The Italian biotech company



   %%   %

  

I.M.S. Innovative Medical Solutions S.r.l. founded the stem

obtained from a patient and differentiated into dendritic

cell bank InnovaStem GmbH. The Canadian pharmaceutical

cells. By means of an antigen (MUC-1), which is present on

company Nuvo Research Inc. also founded a subsidiary and

the cancer cells, the body‘s own cells are directed against

since then develops agents for the treatment of allergic

said cells. Subsequently, the immune cells are processed for

rhinitis and rheumatoid arthritis in cooperation with the

 %  

Fraunhofer IZI.

       $Y 

then be re-injected into the patient. The dendritic cells thus
imprinted by the antigen support the body‘s own immune
 %    ) #     



there is a particularly strong expression of the antigen
(MUC-1). As compared to conventional chemotherapy, this
%    #   % 

     



applied with other types of cancer later on. With the support
of the Fraunhofer IZI, the cancer therapeutic developed by
Prima BioMed Ltd. is supposed to be made ready for the
market and produced for clinical trials in Europe.
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STRUCTURES AND
NUMBERS
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PORTRAIT OF THE INSTITUTE
I n l i ght of a n a ge in g s o ci e ty a n d a n i n cre a s i ng number of c hroni c di s eas es , moder n medi c i ne i s facing
except iona l c ha llen g e s . T h e F ra u n h o fe r I n s ti tute for C el l Therapy and I mmunol ogy I ZI i s worki ng on
meeting t he de m a n d s m a d e o n h e a l th a n d q u al i ty of l ife by dev el opi ng new produc ts for the regene r ati on or re pla c e m e n t o f fu n c ti o n i n g o rg a n s , f or moni tori ng the proc es s es i nv ol v ed and for s pec ifi c ally
controlling t he im mu n e s ys te m .

Over the past years, biotechnology and regenerative medicine
 )

%  <  B

#  #   ]  (

   !        %



The institute comprises the four departments of Cell

diseases which lead to the irreversible damage of tissue and

Engineering, Immunology, Cell Therapy and Diagnostics and

organs; these invariable include chronic, autoimmune and

New Technologies. Assigned to these departments are a total

tumor diseases.

of 15 units having a broad spectrum of competencies and
= 



The goal is to systematically repair the damages caused by
diseases associated with the destruction of cells or tissue

     X  %    %  

and to correct dysfunctions by means of cell therapies, tissue

problem solutions at the interfaces of medicine, biosciences

engineering or targeted modulation of the immune system.

and engineering.

This goal can be achieved by stimulating the body’s own
regeneration processes or by means of biological substitutes

With this, the Fraunhofer IZI addresses not only the

in form of extracorporeally cultivated tissues.

biomedical industry, including pharmaceutical and biotechnological companies and diagnostic laboratories, but
also hospitals and research facilities.

   X "   $  $
]    %    

   

  

In the narrow sense of the word, cell therapy denotes the

regenerative medicine, which in addition to the development

transfer of cells that provide a substitute for lost functions

    #   #      

however are also capable of taking over advanced active

therapeutic approaches to the regeneration of dysfunctional

functions and additionally the term describes the repairing

tissues and organs through to biological replacement

of defects by means of treatment with cells. Stem cells can

with tissues cultivated in vitro (tissue engineering). For an

be transferred in order to induce the formation or repair of

unproblematic engraftment of these tissues it is necessary to

tissue.

detect cellular and immunological mechanisms of defense
and control and to integrate them into the development of

This builds a bridge to immunology, which is concerned

methods and products. Around these core competencies a

with cellular defense and control mechanisms. It is expected

large variety of tasks for new products and methods arises.

that cell therapeutic methods for targeted enhancement,

The institute is strongly oriented towards the hospitals

suppression or regeneration of the immune system will soon

and takes on quality testing, the production of clinical test

be available, e. g. for stimulating the defense mechanisms

samples according to GMP guidelines and contracted clinical

of degenerate cells or for suppressing undesired graft-

trials. In addition, we support our partners in obtaining

versus-host reactions against grafted tissue. In addition,

manufacturing and marketing authorizations.

the further development of immunomodulatory techniques,
e. g. vaccination, is of particular importance.
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IN CONVERSATION WITH ADMINISTRATION
MANAGER PATRIC NITZ
Our e m ploy e e s ‘ c o mp e te n c e a n d c re a ti v i ty are the dri v i ng forc e and engi ne of our i ns ti tute.

+

 -  B  B ( B

 $ !:  ( 

 $

  $ 

  

  )(- (     <

  )    = The administration has



 = The lack of skilled workers, in particular of

by now mostly optimized the internal and external interface

engineers and natural scientists, especially affects the de-

processes and has stabilized its team structure, so that strate-

 %          ' 

gic projects like fund raising, university marketing, apprentice
training and tutoring students of dual programs can be ap-

personnel recruitment during the past year has shown we
      #     %   



proached in 2011.

possibility to enhance the recruitment of skilled workers from
foreign countries, even though the international market for

      >  ! (  

highly skilled workers is most competitive. Further measures

  : ;   >     

     

  $= The extension building comprises urgently

    %)  #   

   &         #      

needed complementary infrastructure and technical equip-

tuition costs and the establishment of a dual career network

ment (e. g. further clean rooms) which are required for the

in cooperation with other regional research facilities. More-

acquisition and execution of major industrial contracts. The

over, getting people interested in public research is not an

extension building rounds off our spectrum of services and

easy task. We believe that this is due to the fact that the

substantially increases our marketability. If circumstances

industry offers higher starting salaries than our pay scale

allow, we would like to retain the option of a further exten-

  \      %  "! 

sion building. Our hitherto acquired industry contracts prove

some would think and offers substantial performance-

that we are capable of attracting the interest of the market

oriented bonus systems as compensation.

 

     

  #    

saying that we also must have the required machinery and
equipment at our disposal.
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STRUCTURES AND NUMBERS

ORGANIZATION
Th e inst it ut e c om p ri s e s fo u r d e p a rtm e n ts wh i ch are i n tur n organi z ed i nto different uni ts . O ur s c i ent if ic
employ e e s a re sup p o rte d n o t o n l y b y th e a dmi ni s trati on but al s o by the two ex ec uti v e departme nt s
“Press a nd P ublic A ffa i rs “ a n d “ B u s i n e s s De vel opment and Patent M anagement“.

& 
Prof. Dr. Frank Emmrich

+  ) 
Patric Nitz



] 

 ! + ^
Jens Augustin

&)    \^
Dr. Thomas Tradler

&   
" # 
Dr. Gerno Schmiedeknecht

&   
$
Prof. Dr. Frank Emmrich

&   
" %  $
Dr. Johannes Boltze

&    & 
 '( % ^
Prof. Dr. Friedemann Horn

" #  [ \
Dipl-Ing. Kati Kebbel
" #  [ J
Dr. Jörg Lehmann

W %
Dr. Sebastian Ulbert
 % 
Dr. Stephan Fricke
W  ]$
Dr. Andreas Schubert
J &) 
Dr. Michael Szardenings
 \
Dr. Manja Kamprad
#>   
^^^
Prof. Dr. Steffen Mitzner

  $ _
*$
Dr. Johannes Boltze
(temporary)
'  [ "   
Dr. Johannes Boltze
 " %$
Prof. Nicole zur Nieden
 " ]$
Dr. Alexandra Stolzing

`'
Dr. Jörg Hackermüller
\ & 
Prof. Dr. Ulrich Sack
%  "
Dr. Peter Ruschpler
'$^^
Dr. Dirk Kuhlmeier

* Headed by Dr. Wilhelm Gerdes in the reported year.
** Headed by Dr. Christian Zilch in the reported year.
*** The project unit has commenced its work with a preliminary project and starts in 2011.
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THE INSTITUTE IN NUMBERS

 )

*) )(  

V
! 

) 

25

4 558 000 €

2

135 000 €

Industry projects

35

1 790 000 €

Other

21

1 304 000 €

Total

83

7 787 000 €

Mio €

German national and
9

regional government
EU

8
7
6

*) )(  

5

Number of projects

4

Industry projects: 42%

3

EU: 3%

2

V

Other: 25%

1

German national and regional

0
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

government: 30%

]

 V

According to plan, the operating budget was reduced to the

Meanwhile, the number of projects in the industrial sector

project volume this year, i. e. all internal research projects were

distinctly outweighs that in the federal and state sector, but

terminated or continued through external projects, with the

still does not express itself in project volume. The reason is

result that all of the special funding provided by the Free State

that there are mainly small and medium-sized enterprises in

of Saxony could be used for compensation measures. Thus,

            #

the institute reached a balanced budget at the end of 2010

project volume in this sector is about 50,000 Euros. One

and will be incorporated into the 90:10 funding by the federal

# 

     = 

           "#          _

 & 

  #  #   (  

2011. The institute receives basic funding of about 15 to 20

tion with an international partner. Our visibility all over

percent of the operating budget, but also has to take over

the world has thus increased and already led to follow-up

investments for equipment and machinery.

requests and contract negotiations, which gives us reason to

  %& 

expect further major contracts from foreign countries.
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STRUCTURES AND NUMBERS

# $

; B    

employees

PhD students: 5%

160

trainees / graduants: 9%

140
 

120

     

11%

100
administration / technical staff:
80

11%

60

laboratory and other technicians:
14%

40
scientists incl. visiting scientists:
20

50%

0
2005

2006

2007

employees total

2008

2009

2010

percentage of women

   
After 5 years of laying the groundwork the composition of

assistants / trainees / graduate students etc. was in turn re-

our staff is now balanced and the proportion of scientists

duced from 28 percent to 20 percent. Our work has become

amounts to 50 percent (35 percent in 2009), including guest

more professional, which complies with our demands made

scientists from other research and education facilities working

on the processing of clients‘ orders.

and researching in close cooperation with our institute. We
can offer optimal support to doctoral students, constituting
a proportion of 5 percent (10 percent among scientists), and
our staff ratio for infrastructural tasks has arrived at a healthy
balance of 11 percent (13 percent in 2009) in relation to the
   ]  

    #  

was consolidated from 13 to 14 percent and the number of
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CELL ENGINEERING
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IN CONVERSATION WITH
DR. GERNO SCHMIEDEKNECHT
;  

V  $ )     $  

  $

Contact

  = In my opinion, the development project carried out with the Australian bio-

Dr. Gerno Schmiedeknecht

technology company Prima BioMed Ltd. is of the utmost social relevance. The project aims at

Head of Department of Cell

the production and clinical testing of the autologous cell-based immunotherapeutic Cvac™

Engineering

for the therapy of ovarian carcinoma. The Cell Engineering GMP Unit takes over the transfer

Phone +49 341 35536-9705

of the manufacturing process from Australia to Europe and the subsequent provision of the

gerno.schmiedeknecht@

investigational medicinal products. As there are hardly any effective therapy options for

izi.fraunhofer.de

ovarian carcinoma to date it is a great and very exciting challenge to be involved in the
transfer of new therapeutic approaches to clinical practice and to contribute to alleviating
the suffering of affected patients in the future.
*)     -          ( ) 
  

 

 X   (   (     -  )  ( 



   B       ) -   (      
     ! V  

     

: ;      $ = The main focus of the Department of Cell
/ #  # 

 

    %       

  % 

products for clinical testing. We rather consider it our hallmark to work on the broadest
   

 # #     

 %   

%    

the associated quality control and development laboratories. Our service and project partner
spectrum comprises various product developments including, for instance, autologous
epidermal equivalents from hair root stem cells, autologous stem cell preparations from
umbilical cord blood or bone marrow and autologous dendritic cells for cancer therapy.
*

    $        $: (   

 $ ( @  = ; ( ! $

 

V  !  

 (  $= The clean room facility of the Fraunhofer IZI reached a capacity utilization rate of one hundred percent by the end of 2010. Until the new facility is completed
in 2012, only minor new projects can be realized in the existing facility in a time-dependent
manner. The facility is completely oriented towards the manufacture of investigational medicinal products for cell-based therapeutics, so-called advanced therapy medicinal products. In
        &  #    

 

 #   %  !            )

%   
  & 

-

 

of embryonic stem cells at some future point in time, provided that this technology will reach
Europe and Germany after – hopefully successful – clinical trials in the USA, conducted by the
Geron Corporation.
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From left to right:

"        

Dr. Jens Knauer,
Dipl.-Ing. Kati Kebbel,

–

Dr. Gerno Schmiedeknecht.

GMP manufacture of investigational medicinal products for Advanced Therapy
Medicinal Products

Dr. Jörg Lehmann,

–

Implementation and validation of GMP-compliant manufacturing processes

–

Implementation and validation of GMP-compliant quality controls

–

Quality assurance according to “Good Manufacturing Practice“ and “Good Laboratory Practice“

–

Conduct of GLP trials – Immunotoxicology in vitro



  

–

Development of antibodies, e. g. by means of hybridoma technology



\  ) # %   %  

   

  %)

  "%%    

A selection of products and services offered by the department can be found on page 52.

Contact

" #  [ \ Q

Dipl.-Ing. Kati Kebbel
Head of Cell Engineering / GMP

This unit operates a state-of-the-art clean room facility for the provision of investigational

Unit

medicinal products according to “Good Manufacturing Practice“ (GMP). Their expertise is in

Phone +49 341 35536-9712
kati.kebbel@izi.fraunhofer.de

   '   Y      #   #  #     % 
cell therapeutics, cancer vaccines). Here, the whole range from process development and
validation to the manufacture of investigational medicinal products is covered.

Contact

" #  [ J Q

Dr. Jörg Lehmann
Head of Cell Engineering / GLP

The unit focuses on three main topics: 1) Planning and conduct of immunotoxicological and

Unit

immunogenicity test studies under GLP (in vitro) and GLP-analogous (in vivo) conditions.

Phone +49 341 35536-1205

This also includes the development, establishment and validation of new in vitro and in vivo

joerg.lehmann@

%  ~   

izi.fraunhofer.de
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  "%%   %             

medicine / animal breeding. 3.) Development and optimization of methods and techniques for
the diagnostic detection of protein biomarkers and for the separation of cells. This includes
  %  %     %  

%



       

participation in the development of analytical equipment and cell separation robots.
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Contact
Dr. Jörg Lehmann
Phone +49 341 35536-1205

Problem: Every year, about 50,000 people in Germany develop lung cancer. Carcinomas

joerg.lehmann@

of the lung are thus the third most frequent type of cancer in Germany. The Leipzig “WK-

izi.fraunhofer.de

Potenzial Bronchialkarzinom“ (Growth Center Potential, Bronchial Carcinoma) is therefore
working on a technically innovative solution for the early diagnosis of lung cancer.
The early recognition of lung carcinomas, which is of crucial importance for optimal chances
   #    %     

   

  "%%

tory and tumor-associated conditions at an early stage of the disease. In addition, the currently available examination methods are associated with substantial stress for the patients. This
applies to X-ray methods with respect to radiation exposure as well as to inspections of the
respiratory tract by means of a bronchoscopy, which is often associated with lung lavage or
the removal of tissue samples from the lung.
Approach to solution: One alternative to these conventional diagnostic methods is the de 

     %)   

 

%  !   

  

Over the past years, this method was developed by scientists of the Leipzig University Hospital
(units led by Prof. Dr. Hubert Wirtz and Prof. Dr. Ulrich Sack) and the Leipzig Fraunhofer
Institute for Cell Therapy and Immunology IZI (unit led by Dr. Jörg Lehmann).
Applicabilities: Within the framework of the initiative “WK-Potenzial“ (Growth Center
Potential) an equipment platform for the routine laboratory diagnostic application of the
method in cooperation with the regional companies Compart Umwelttechnik Weißenfels and
GESA Automation Teuchern is now to be developed in order to produce a prototype.
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Contact
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Dipl.-Ing. Kati Kebbel
Phone +49 341 35536-9712

In the summer of 2009, the Italian-German company InnovaStem GmbH was founded in

kati.kebbel@izi.fraunhofer.de

Leipzig. The InnovaStem GmbH pursues the establishment of a novel stem cell bank by
depositing adult stem cells from different neonatal tissues like umbilical cord blood, umbilical
cord (Wharton‘s Jelly) and placenta. With the support of the Fraunhofer IZI, a comprehensive
=     %   #

 /: Y #     #   

=    %    %  #    
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establishing all quality controls and processes for stem cell isolation and cryopreservation, a
validation of the analytical methods and the entire manufacturing process was conducted.
These working steps formed the basis for a successful inspection by the pharmaceutical super         =

#

   %   #   ( 



section 13 of the German Drug Act for stem cells from umbilical cord blood.

Contact

&)   )    

Dr. Jörg Lehmann
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Phone +49 341 35536-1205
joerg.lehmann@

The directed separation of cells is of great importance in many sectors of cell biology. Owing
 

izi.fraunhofer.de
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  % in vitro cultivated stem cells or
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cell separation robot CellCelectorTM, the company AVISO Mechatronic Systems has develop  %) =%

 %   #  
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 %

for many cell biological problems, e. g. for the harvest of hybridoma clones. Thus, two main
objectives were pursued in this project:


   
  

1 Isolation of stem cells from
umbilical cord blood in the
Sepax® cell separation system.

   

     =    
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 =%

development


  %

   

tion of the CellCelector™.

2 Alternative to manually
harvesting hybridoma clones:
the CellCelector™.
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Contact
Dipl.-Ing. Kati Kebbel

Initial situation: The Australian biotechnology company Prima BioMed Ltd. is planning
 



  #        #         %%

Phone +49 341 35536-9712



kati.kebbel@izi.fraunhofer.de

therapeutic Cvac™. Cvac™ is a cell therapeutic based on autologous dendritic cells (advanced
therapy medicinal product) for the treatment of ovarian carcinoma that has been and is still
 # %       ' 

   &     Y %  

ing process including quality controls shall initially be transferred from Australia to Leipzig,
   # 

   /    %   #

  $

manufacturing authorization pursuant to section 13 of the German Drug Act issued by the
responsible pharmaceutical supervisory authority. Following the grant of the manufacturing
authorization, the focus shall be on manufacturing, quality control and provision of investigational medicinal products.
Approach to solution: The issuance of all documents required (e. g. instructions / protocols
  %      

     

      

  -

tions) was followed by the production and quality control of several test batches in order to
establish the manufacturing process and the associated quality control procedures in the clean
rooms and quality control laboratories of the Fraunhofer IZI. The subsequent step is process
validation, comprising the production and quality control including complete documentation
of three validation batches. Before the process validation, the validation of the analytical
%           "   %    %  
     #      

     

!         #  %   = 



leukapheresate collection clinics is necessary in order to ensure high-quality procurement and
testing of the cellular starting material.
Prospects: The application for a manufacturing authorization pursuant to section 13 of the
% # '        

 %       

(Paul-Ehrlich-Institute, Landesdirektion Leipzig), is currently being examined. The examination
of the application documents and the successfully completed validation of the manufacturing
process and the analytical methods will be followed by two days of GMP acceptance inspection
which in turn, if successful, will be followed by the grant of the requested manufacturing
  ( 

     ( 

%       

       #     # 

        %) #  # 





 

to the transfer of this novel therapeutic approach to clinical practice. Moreover, the grant of the

1 Cell separation with the

manufacturing authorization is an important prerequisite for the permission to conduct a clinical

ELUTRA® cell separation

trial in various European countries, which has to be applied for by the sponsor.

system.
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IN CONVERSATION WITH PROF. FRANK
EMMRICH AND DR. MICHAEL SZARDENINGS
  J @ (        $ "$:

Contact

;       = From September 22 to 24, 2010, more than 1,000 experts conven-

Prof. Dr. Frank Emmrich

ed in the central lecture hall building of the University of Leipzig for the 40th annual meeting

Head of Department of

of the German Society for Immunology. The event connected three levels of work and dis-

Immunology

cussion, namely conceptional and fundamental research, pathogenetic and clinical research

Phone +49 341 9725-500

as well as applied research for the development of new diagnostic and therapeutic methods.

frank.emmrich@

More than half of all novel agents that are currently undergoing clinical tests are monoclonal

izi.fraunhofer.de

antibodies or messenger molecules of the immune system.
Dr. Michael Szardenings

  ,- 


          :  (

Vice Head of Department of

   &    $ )   = The Department of

Immunology was extensively restructured, competences were bundled and priorities in terms
     %

       #      % 

ed in 2010. In the months and years to come the department shall be expanded in terms of

Immunology
Phone +49 341 35536-2805
michael.szardenings@
izi.fraunhofer.de

personnel in order to meet the increasing staff requirements for handling major projects.
;      <
  

  



 

   @= We con-
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logical tolerance to stem cell grafts. One essential aim is the development of therapeutic
antibodies and cell-based strategies for the prevention and treatment of graft-versus-host
 

  %     

!    %   
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vaccines and diagnostic technologies.
  ) $
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and developments in 2010. This applies, in particular, to developments in the areas of vaccine
technology, diagnostics and phage display. Following a basic idea and developmental work,
 

 

     

? 

)     

 

  

% !      

  % #  

 #

      %

be granted. One of our inventions that is soon to be out-licensed relates to an innovative
immunological assay which is supposed to be fully developed and put on the market by an
immunoassay manufacturer from 2011 on.
  
 

- (

V (

  $     ! 

= There are a number of projects that are very valuable to us and, of course, all

of them are handled with all due diligence. However, I should like to point out the EU project
?<      # # 
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nated by our institute. Of course, a project of this magnitude also promotes the international
                 # 
%   ) #

%
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and will coordinate the project over the coming years.
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From left to right:

"        

Dr. Stephan Fricke,
Dr. Sebastian Ulbert,

–

Vaccine development

Dipl.-Biol. Nadja Hilger,

–

Tolerance induction

Dr. Michael Szardenings,

–

Antibody development

Prof. Frank Emmrich,

–

Immunological models

Dr. Andreas Schubert.

–

Phage display of peptides and antibodies

–

Rheologic models

–

Antimicrobial peptides

A selection of products and services offered by the department can be found on page 52.

Contat

 \ Q

Dr. Manja Kamprad
Head of Immunological Models

This unit is focused on the development and standardisation of in vitro and in vivo methods

Unit

to test the immunological activity of newly designed compounds. A newly established mouse

Contact via: Prof. Frank Emmrich

model characterised by functional human immunocompetent cells allows the development of

Phone +49 341 9725-500

experimental disease models and antibody- / ligand-based therapeutic strategies in coopera-

frank.emmrich@izi.fraunhofer.de

tion with the University of Leipzig.

Contact

 %  Q

Dr. Stephan Fricke
Head of Immune Tolerance Unit

The goal of this unit is the development of cell- and antibody-based therapeutic strategies

Phone +49 341 35536-2205

to treat complications following hematopoietic stem cell transplantation. Novel concepts of

stephan.fricke@izi.fraunhofer.de

immunological tolerance oriented towards immunologic and therapy associated complications
(e. g. GVHD) are being tested in new, in-house developed animal models.
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Contact
Dr. Sebastian Ulbert

The unit is developing vaccines against a variety of infectious diseases in the veterinary sector.

Head of Vaccine Technologies

Primary activities include research on DNA vaccines, but also vector and subunit vaccines

Unit

against viral infections in pigs and horses. In addition, diagnostic assays for the detection of

Phone +49 341 35536-2106

veterinary infections are developed.

sebastian.ulbert@
izi.fraunhofer.de

J &)  Q

Contact
Dr. Michael Szardenings
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Head of Ligand Development

We develop antibody and peptide ligands with modern combinatorial and proprietary

Unit

methods, which are under development at the institute. Our goals are the modulation of

Phone +49 341 35536-2805

 %%   %    



 #  

    

michael.szardenings@

development of potential peptide and antibody therapeutics.

izi.fraunhofer.de

W  ]$ Q

Contact
Dr. Andreas Schubert

The goal of this unit is the development of new therapies for the treatment of atherosclerosis.

Head of Vascular Biology Unit

: #    %  #     %           

Phone +49 341 35536-5105

biomechanical forces. Another focus of the unit is the establishment of a therapy against oral

andreas.schubert@

streptococcus species. Furthermore, antimicrobial peptides are being developed and tested for

izi.fraunhofer.de

the food industry.
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PROJECTS
Contact
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Dr. Andreas Schubert
Phone +49 341 35536-5105

Antimicrobial peptides (AMP) are an integral component of the defense systems of animals

andreas.schubert@

and plants. Their range of activity comprises bacteria, fungi and viruses. The intended project

izi.fraunhofer.de

aims at the development of suitable peptides that effectively kill germs, in particular those
associated with putrefaction, during production processes in the food industry. Thereby, for
instance, the shelf life of fresh salads is intended to be increased by at least two days. On the
basis of preliminary studies, sequence motifs have been produced from AMP having a known
antimycotic / antibacterial activity and their effectiveness against yeasts, mildew and enterococci has been tested in an in vitro assay. We plan to concentrate, in particular, on short-chain
antimicrobial peptides (<20 amino acids) as there are no immunological complications to
be expected in case of a later application in association with food products. Five AMP could
       

   

 #     #     

measurable toxicity to eukaryotic cells could be observed.

Contact

+$   (    

     

Dr. Stephan Fricke
Phone +49 341 35536-2205

In this project the emphasis lies on the investigation of new stem cell sources as therapy

stephan.fricke@izi.fraunhofer.de

option for hematopoietic stem cell transplantations (HSCT). These are to be examined
concerning their potential for the regeneration of hematopoiesis. The background is that fast
hematopoiesis could decrease the risk of complications (e. g. infections, tumor relapse) in
immunosuppressed and transplanted patients.
The research unit examined non-adherent bone marrow-derived stem cells (NA-BMC) and
developed special competencies in cell culture models and immunological methods (e. g.
CBA, ELISpot). By in vitro and in vivo experiments it could be shown that the mixed cell

1 The effect of antimicrobial

fraction of NA-BMCs possesses characteristics of hematopoietic and mesenchymal cells

peptides on the growth of

and supports hematopoiesis. Using humanized mice with a human CD4 and HLA-DR and a

Candida albicans.

knock-out of the murine CD4 it can be exactly differentiated between donor and receptor
cells. Thus, information on the therapeutic effectiveness of new cell stem cell sources can be

2 Analysis of non-adherent

determined.

bone marrow cells (NA-BMC) by
electron microscopy.
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Contact
Dr. Andreas Schubert

About 80 percent of the tumor therapeutics currently in use originate from substances of the

Phone +49 341 35536-5105

secondary plant metabolism. Many tumor diseases (e. g. brain tumors, pancreatic carcinoma)

andreas.schubert@

   

izi.fraunhofer.de
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developing new chemotherapeutic agents. In close cooperation with naturopathic scientists
from Africa substances / extracts from about 20 plant species were prepared which, to some
extent, have a potential as new anti-tumor drugs for a potential application in palliative
care. First examinations on various cancer cell lines attest the selective effect of the plant
 # 

%           !%    %  % 

This gives rise to new options for tumor therapy, in particular for brain tumors. Moreover,
some plants hold highly effective antibiotic ingredients, in particular in bark and roots, which
also have the potential for applications in human medicine.

J &) 

Contact
Dr. Michael Szardenings

The Ligand Development Unit is using the phage display technology to identify novel peptides

Phone +49 341 35536-2805

and antibodies binding to selected target molecules. Bacteriophage are virus of bacteria

michael.szardenings@

which can be engineered to display peptides or antibodies on its surface, which a gene in

izi.fraunhofer.de

the particle codes for. Using gene libraries comprising billions of variants we can select and
amplify single phage particles with peptides / antibodies having special properties. In addition,
combinatorial procedures help us to overcome the general limitations of the phage display
technology and to even exceed the variability of the human immune system. So we can
claim to have one of the largest peptide libraries presently available worldwide. One of our
important general goals is still to generate “Next Generation Libraries”, which will exceed
even our present peptide phage libraries in variability. This allows us to generate ligands with
#        

        #    %  

Antibodies and peptides as ligand molecules are used as therapeutics, diagnostic tools and for
     

     

1 Bark of an African plant
from which ingredients were
isolated.
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Dr. Stephan Fricke
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Phone +49 341 35536-2205
stephan.fricke@izi.fraunhofer.de

Background: Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) is often the only curative
regenerative treatment for diseases of the hematopoietic system (e. g. leukemia). HSCT is
often accompanied by life-threatening complications (bacterial, viral and fungal infections).
One of the main complications is the graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) which affects up to 80
percent of the patients. Donor T cells, which are located in the graft, recognize the recipient
tissues as foreign and destroy them. Particularly the skin, intestine and liver are affected.
Unfortunately, the current therapy options using immunosuppressive drugs (Cyclosporine)
or monoclonal antibodies (OKT3®) are very limited, show many side effects and lead to a
suppression of the entire immune system of the weakened patients.
Approach to solution: The focus of the project is the development of new therapeutic
strategies using human CD4 antibodies. These antibodies should induce immune tolerance
after transplantation, in particular hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, in patients and
ensure their survival. For this purpose, a murine transplantation model was established in
which humanized mice (huCD4+, muCD4-, HLA-DR3+) are used as donors and wild-type
Balb/c mice as recipients. To investigate the tolerance-inducing effect, chimeric anti-human
CD4 antibodies were investigated in vitro and in vivo and toxic effects were excluded. The use
of human CD4 antibodies leads to a block of the human CD4 receptors on the T helper cells.
In in vivo !%    %
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Potential: Although GVHD is considered as one of the orphan diseases it occurs in transplantations with a high incidence. Thus, it is all the more important to develop new therapies
that are applicable in the clinical routine. The strategies outlined here could be a possible new
therapeutic option in transplantation medicine. They are simple to perform and less expensive
than the conventional treatment of GVHD. Also, the developed humanized murine animal
model allows a direct testing of human drugs (e. g., antibodies, Fab fragments, TandAb,
ligands) that interact with the human CD4 or HLA-DR3 in mice. The use of human anti-CD4
antibodies is an alternative to current treatment procedures. Perhaps this could also be an
important option for patients who do not respond to conventional therapies.
1 Immunohistology for human
CD4 in the gut of humanized
mice.
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Contact
Dr. Sebastian Ulbert

Background: The West Nile Virus (WNV) infects birds and accidentally also mammals,

Phone +49 341 35536-2106

  # %     ") % %  

sebastian.ulbert@

 

   #

even fatal, disease in rare cases. WNV is transmitted via several mosquito species some of

izi.fraunhofer.de

which are endemic to Central Europe and Germany. Until 1999, the virus was spread over
Africa, Australia and the Mediterranean; however, it was introduced to the USA in 1999.
There, WNV has caused over a thousand fatalities among humans. Since 2008, an increasing
number of WNV infections have been reported from Northern Italy and Hungary. In 2010,
severe outbreaks occurred in Greece (about 40 fatal and 200 hospitalized cases) and around
the Mediterranean. Current vaccines are in the veterinary sector. However, these are not yet
optimal and there is no human vaccine available.
Approach to solution: Over the last three years a novel WNV vaccine has been developed at
the Fraunhofer IZI (funding by the German Ministry for Nutrition, Agriculture and Consumer
Protection). The basic principle is DNA vaccination which leads to safe and powerful vaccines.
Upon application, the antigens are produced by the cells of the vaccinated individual itself
   

 %%   % ' '     % 



antigenic variants (caused by newly emerging viral strains). This is of special importance for a
virus such as WNV, which is able to mutate rapidly and to spread via migratory birds. At the
    ?  #   

 %       
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Potential: A further spreading of WNV, especially over Europe, has to be expected. Therefore,
countermeasures have to be taken in time. In this context, an EU-funded collaborative project,
which is coordinated by the Vaccine Technologies Unit at the Fraunhofer IZI, is starting in
2011. Focus of this project is the development of WNV vaccine candidates and diagnostic
systems (“West Nile Integrated Shield Project: Epidemiology, Diagnosis and Prevention of
West Nile Virus in Europe“). Nine partners from all over Europe and the USA, including companies from the vaccine industry, will work together for 3 years in order to develop vaccine
candidates until late-term pre-clinical studies. The DNA vaccine developed at the Fraunhofer
IZI will be a core technology in this project. In addition, a diagnostic test will be established
   #
with other related viruses.

  ?   

  %   #  )     
1 WNV is transmitted by
mosquitoes which, next to
birds, can also infect mammals.
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Dr. Sebastian Ulbert
Phone +49 341 35536-2106

The Vaccine Technologies Unit at the Fraunhofer IZI has developed a test for the diagnosis

sebastian.ulbert@

of Porcine Reproductive and Respiratory Syndrome Virus (PRRSV) in pigs. PRRSV is causing

izi.fraunhofer.de

yearly losses in the range of several billions in pig industry worldwide. To control and limit the
spreading of this aggressive virus a highly sensitive and accurate detection system is needed.
The test developed at the Fraunhofer IZI detects antibodies that are produced in pigs upon
infection with PRRSV. A critical advantage over existing tests is that different viral strains can
   #    %      <       : #
the test developed at the Fraunhofer IZI the veterinarian can quickly identify the viral strain
causing the infection, which enables the use of the correct vaccine to protect healthy animals
  %  #  # % ' % #
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ment in cooperation with the Fraunhofer IZI and to bring this test to the market in 2011.

Contact

&)                

Dr. Andreas Schubert
Phone +49 341 35536-5105

In most cases, stem cells are located in tissue niches and exhibit a low metabolic activity. Their

andreas.schubert@

differentiation is only initiated by altered conditions (stimuli) in the microenvironment. The

izi.fraunhofer.de
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cantly determined by intrinsic cellular signaling and extrinsic stimulators (cell-to-cell contact,
contact between cell and extracellular matrix). Extrinsic signaling can be of a chemical (e. g.
growth factors and cytokines) and also of a mechanical (expansion forces acting on cells due
to interactions with micro- or nanostructured surfaces) nature. In the present project, a cell
culture matrix prototype with a nanostructured surface (e. g. covalent peptide binding on
cell culture basis, mechanical structuring patterns) shall be developed which is capable of
inducing the differentiation behavior of stem cells in a directed manner.

1 Infections with PRRSV are a
threat to pigs worldwide.

2 Cultivation of murine stem
cells on microstructured silicon
surfaces with the aim of inducing directed differentiation.
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Contact
Dr. Michael Szardenings

With the form of phage display applied at the Fraunhofer IZI we are able to identify peptide
=    # 

    % 

_15 peptides. From many slightly

different sequences discovered in such experiments we do not only identify the part of a

Phone +49 341 35536-2805
michael.szardenings@
izi.fraunhofer.de

protein that is recognized by a monoclonal antibody but we also learn about the allowed
variability of the original sequence. From so many binders it is easy to select those that are
most suitable for different applications. In addition, the cross reactivity of antibodies as well as
their suitability for the recognition of mutant proteins can be predicted.
Presently, we use this technology to investigate sera from patients with allergies. This may
provide novel opportunities to diagnose allergies at a very early stage. This would allow, in
particular for children, an early treatment to prevent the onset of severe allergic symptoms.

1 Allergies are excessive defense responses of the immune
system to otherwise harmless
environmental substances, e. g.
pollen.
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IN CONVERSATION WITH
DR. JOHANNES BOLTZE
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Contact

= For our department as well as for the entire institute the acknowledgement of our

Dr. Johannes Boltze

previous work in the form of a successful transfer to the Fraunhofer system was a very sig-

Head of Department of Cell
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Therapy

experience was the formation of a cooperation project together with the renowned Stanford

Phone +49 341 9725-814

University. In this project, special methods that are exclusively available at the Fraunhofer IZI

johannes.boltze@

are intended to help transferring a novel cell therapeutical method to clinical practice. Finally,

izi.fraunhofer.de

a future-oriented cell work project, which has also spawned the patenting of a novel method
for generating stem cells, could be successfully completed.
K     @  ?d   $    '  
 '    ?: ;  
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  ! B= The most interesting developments are not so much groundbreaking
as they are fundamental. It was recognized that excessive expectations of success and hasty
commercialization often led to the global failure of actually promising concepts in the past.
With our work, the Fraunhofer IZI intend to steer in another direction. A diligent and free-ofassumptions validation of new concepts at an experimental stage allows for more appropriate
conclusions on an eventual clinical impact and is helpful in preventing dangerous and costly
     #   !  #  #   % 

     %#

ing. Moreover, numerous clinical studies on the application of stem cell after stroke have been
launched, the results of which we will be eagerly expecting over the coming years.
;  $ (     $- ( )    &    "
%  $        $ = We are convinced that many costs could
be saved and many risks could be minimized if preclinical studies would be designed to match
clinical trials in terms of quality. Of course, this makes them more expensive, but it also serves
to prevent even more expensive future failures in clinical practice. Therefore, we will not only
offer the service of structuring and monitoring studies but also increasingly expand our portfolio of methods to be able to include further diseases in these studies. Moreover, we intend
to enhance our imaging capacity as visual monitoring and the visualization of regeneration is
becoming more and more important.
%   >  !              :
;    ! )   ( B  $        
> =  !  

 #          
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structure. Projects can thus be processed faster, better and with higher quality. Over the last
years our temporary accommodation in guest institutes has prevented the successful acquisition of numerous projects merely due to the fact that we as guests always had to stand back
behind our hosts‘ plans. With the transfer to our own working area, this roadblock will be
removed.
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From left to right:

"        

Dipl-Psych. Arndt Wilcke M. A.,
Dr. Alexandra Stolzing,

–

Growth, expansion and differentiation of (stem) cells

Dr. Holger Kirsten,

–

Infarction models (priorities: brain and heart)

Dr. Myriam Müller,

–

Models of osteo- and neurodegenerative diseases

Daniel-Christoph Wagner M. D.,

–

Behavioral phenotypic investigations

Dr. Alexander Deten,

–

Therapeutic monitoring and imaging (ultrasound, CT, MRT, PET, bioluminescence)

Dr. Johannes Boltze,

–

Pre-clinical study design and quality assurance

Christopher Oelkrug,

–

Histological investigations and cell diagnostics

Björn Nitzsche D. V. M.

–

Evaluation of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures for cerebral and myocardial diseases

A selection of products and services offered by the department can be found on page 53.

Contact
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Dr. Johannes Boltze
Head of Neuro- / Cardiorepair

This unit is focused on the development and testing of neuro- and cardioprotective therapies

Unit

and diagnostics for the treatment of ischemic heart diseases and stroke. The pre-clinical evalu-

Phone +49 341 9725-814

ation of novel therapies using cell culture systems and small animal models is complemented

johannes.boltze@

by a large animal model and state-of-the-art imaging methods. The implementation of high

izi.fraunhofer.de

quality standards ensures the translation of successful therapy concepts into clinical studies.
The development of a genetic test for an early detection of dyslexia is another focal point of
the unit.

Daniel-Christoph Wagner M. D.

Section Preclinical Trials: Our team uses different experimental models of neurological and

Phone +49 341 9725-912

cardiac disorders for the preclinical evaluation of novel therapeutic concepts. The implemen-

daniel-christoph.wagner@

tation of rigorous quality criteria provides a successful translation of effective therapeutic

izi.fraunhofer.de

concepts to clinical application.

Björn Nitzsche D. V. M.

Section Translational Studies: Experts of the international STAIR committee recommend the

Phone +49 341 9725-823

additional testing of novel (cell) therapeutic and diagnostic approaches for stroke in a large

bjoern.nitzsche@

animal model. The model of cerebral ischemia we established in sheep utilizes state-of-the-art

izi.fraunhofer.de

imaging technology (like PET, MRI and CT), behavioral examinations and histological analyses
in order to evaluate potential therapies and diagnostics before their application in human
medicine.
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Section In Vitro Studies: The main focus of the unit is on the development of primary cell

Dr. Myriam Müller

culture systems. The aim is the development and use of an preclinical in vitro model system.

Phone +49 341 9725-823

myriam.mueller@
izi.fraunhofer.de

Section Dyslexia Research: The unit primarily aims to develop an early genetic screening test
    

 #  

 !     #  

Dipl.-Psych. Arndt Wilcke M. A. /
Dr. Holger Kirsten
Phone +49 341 9725-497
arndt.wilcke@izi.fraunhofer.de
holger.kirsten@izi.fraunhofer.de

  $ _ *$ Q

Contact
Dr. Johannes Boltze

         

  %

    # 

  

Head of Immunotherapy –

strategies for the treatment of patients with malignant tumor diseases. With the aid of

Oncology Unit (temporary)

innovative murine and tumor models (NOD / SCID; Luc-NFkB) it is possible to investigate

Phone +49 341 9725-814

novel active substances for the treatment of cancers.

johannes.boltze@izi.fraunhofer.de

 " ]$ Q

Contact
Dr. Alexandra Stolzing

The unit combines insights from stem cell biology and biogerontology to develop novel

Head of Stem Cell Biology Unit

strategies in regenerative medicine. We pursue different innovations to “rejuvenate” adult

Phone +49 341 35536-3405

stem cells in vitro and in vivo, so that these cells can resume their function as promoters of

alexandra.stolzing@

regeneration, particularly in elderly patients.

izi.fraunhofer.de

 " %$ Q

Contact
Prof. Dr. Nicole zur Nieden

The unit develops high-throughput culture methods for stem cells and optimizes strategies for

Head of Stem Cell Technology

the differentiation of these cells into diverse mature cell types. We further use these in

Unit | Assistant Professor |

vitro differentiated cells to screen new pharmaceutical compounds and environmental

University of California River-

chemicals for their toxic potential.

side
Contact via: Dr. Johannes Boltze
Phone +49 341 9725-814
johannes.boltze@izi.fraunhofer.de
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PROJECTS
Contact
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Dipl.-Psych. Arndt Wilcke M. A. /

 (    

Dr. Holger Kirsten
Phone +49 341 9725-497

This project targets the developmental steps for a genetic screening test for dyslexia, a severe

arndt.wilcke@izi.fraunhofer.de

dysfunction in reading, writing and spelling abilities that affects more than 4 percent of all

holger.kirsten@izi.fraunhofer.de

school children. The assay to be developed would detect affected children at a far earlier
 #  
     

%    #     #      
 #  

  #   %)  

    

from candidate genes and a screening based on micro arrays. They are validated following
a multi-level strategy: A) genotyping of an independent cohort B) characterization of the
markers by means of functional Magnetic Resonance Therapy (fMRT) and C) characterization
of the markers with respect to their relevance regarding the expression levels of the respective
genes. The screening test itself neither comprises fMRT nor expression analysis. The test serves
to translate results from a genetic analysis into a clinical approach. This would facilitate an
   

   ) 



     

 #  

 %  

early childhood intervention.

Contact

+$      )       > in vitro  B 

Dr. Myriam Müller
Phone +49 341 9725-823

The In Vitro <  :      % %       =  

myriam.mueller@

and characterization of primary cells within a complex in vitro stroke model. We use primary

izi.fraunhofer.de

neurons, glia and mixed cultures as model systems which allow a quick, inexpensive and
  =    

    %   in vitro models are used for the

analysis of new therapeutically relevant intracellular processes and as a preclinical system for
the analysis of potentially neuroprotective, -regenerative, or cytotoxic substances. Despite
1 Early detection of dyslexia

intensive research, stroke is still the most common cause of severe disability in this country.

increases the chances of success

Therefore, the analysis of new molecular pathways is essential for the development of

in therapy.

therapeutically relevant procedures. Focus of the unit is the analysis of glia cells and the role
of mTOR as well as the SUMO / SENP pathway during the regeneration process after stroke.

2 NMDA receptor (green).
neurons 6 days in culture. Map2
(neuron, red), DAPI (nucleus,
blue).
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Contact
Björn Nitzsche D. V. M.

    %

 (       )    

 %

 

remaining brain tissue (penumbra) after stroke is limited to only a few hours. Herein, we
             

 "      

Phone +49 341 9725-823
bjoern.nitzsche@
izi.fraunhofer.de

damage. Therefore, an inhaled neuroprotectant was tested under clinical-related conditions
in a large animal model of stroke. Stroke was induced in adult sheep by occlusion of the
%    < %# #   

 "          %

was performed within the next 4.5 hours using highly sophisticated imaging procedures
together with our partners (positron emission tomography and magnetic resonance imaging).
    %

          

 "   

  %

while the proportion of potentially salvageable brain tissue may be increased.

  _ + )    

 B

  

Contact
Dr. Alexandra Stolzing

Skin preparations produced by means of tissue engineering are a great hope for the medical

Phone +49 341 35536-3405

treatment of severe wounds and burns. Moreover, laboratory-grown skin is suitable as a test

alexandra.stolzing@

system for new drugs and agents, which results in a decreasing number of animal experi-

izi.fraunhofer.de

ments. However, to date there is a lack of cost-effective and automatable production systems
to meet the increasing need for skin preparations.
In cooperation with its partners, the Fraunhofer IZI develops solutions to problems like
limited availability of suitable cells as well as cryopreservation of these cells. This includes
 #%% #  %   

 

 %  <  

   -

ferentiated to skin cells (keratinocytes and melanocytes). These so-called induced pluripotent
stem cells are examined for their stem cell characteristics (pluripotency) at the Fraunhofer IZI.
Beside that, especially examinations on expandability and ageing processes are in the focus of
research.
Another focus is placed on the cryopreservation of the cells. Innovative methods for gentle
   

  

 \      %

   #  "!    )   
  

 

   

  

  
% 

of skin preparations for medical application, pharmaceutical testing and research purposes in
a manner independent of tissue donations.

1 MRI (top) and PET (middle)
imaging of acute stroke in
sheep; overlay (bottom).
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Contact

       

Prof. Dr. Nicole zur Nieden

) 
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Contact via: Dr. Johannes Boltze
Phone +49 341 9725-814

Background: The teratogenic potential of an agent can cause irreversible damage to the

johannes.boltze@izi.fraunhofer.de

developing embryo. The pharmaceutical industry has been looking for years for a suitable
in vitro embryo toxicity model as complete data records for most of the pharmaceutical
agents and environmental chemicals are not yet available but already requested by law. The
currently most promising in vitro embryo toxicity test, the embryonic stem cell test (EST),
evaluates toxicity mainly in the endpoints heart, skeleton and nerves with the aid of murine
embryonic stem cells. It is out of the question that this cell type passes through all stages of
%

  %

 %  (  # 

  

  

Unfortunately, the Thalidomide Scandal of the late 1950s has dramatically illustrated that
rodents are not the best model systems for predicting toxic effects on human patients.
Approach to solution: The Stem Cell Technology Unit’s objective is to identify new
endpoints for the EST that allow for predicting toxic effects on skeletal development and
increasing the general predictivity of this assay. Therefore, we characterize the suitability of
embryonic stem cells of the marmoset monkey (Callithrix jacchus) in the EST by comparative
testing of chemicals in both primate and murine cells. To this end, the cells are incubated
with different concentrations of test chemicals. In order to shine a light on prenatal toxicity
two endpoints are measured, namely the effects of the chemical on growth (cytotoxicity)
 

   

      

 =   % # % !    

calcium. However, by employing novel endpoint analyses, such as for instance image analysis,
it will be possible to reduce the costs for testing in the long run.
Potential:  

!    

%     # ! 

! #  % 

cells do indeed react differently than murine cells, although it is not possible to recognize a
1 Morphology of mineralized

consistent pattern. Depending on the endpoint parameters, the primate cells exhibit higher or

bone cells differentiated from

lower sensitivity to a toxic agent. The same tendency can be observed in differentiation tests.

embryonic Callithrix cells.

]   

2 Calcium assay based on

In the long run it will be inevitable to conduct such predictive assays using primate or even

absorption change for evaluat-

human cells.

%   /< %    % # in vitro model for developmental bone

!           

ing successful differentiation.

3 Alizarin red S staining for
visualizing the mineralized cells.
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Contact
Daniel-Christoph Wagner M. D.

The aim of the joint research project is to establish a novel therapeutic concept for ischemic

Phone +49 341 9725-912

stroke. Transplantation of autologous bone marrow cells will be combined with the repeated

daniel-christoph.wagner@

administration of G-CSF. We hypothesize that transplanted exogenous as well as mobilized

izi.fraunhofer.de

endogenous bone marrow cells migrate towards the ischemic brain injury. Hence, these cells
might mediate neuroprotective and neurorestorative effects, thus supporting the damaged
brain towards an improved recovery. However, the endogenous mobilization of bone marrow
               % 



 

time window. An optimal temporal conjunction of both approaches is necessary to achieve a
maximized synergistic effect.

1 Neuroimaging (left) and
immunohistochemistry (right)
after experimental brain
ischemia.
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IN CONVERSATION WITH
DR. WILHELM GERDES
*)        $
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  $  = My team supported the settlement of the

Contact
Dr. Wilhelm Gerdes
Head of Department of Diagnostics and New Technologies

companies Innovastem, Prima Biomed and Nuvo Research here in Leipzig. To some extent this

Phone +49 341 35536-9305

was born out of necessity as Saxony, and in particular Leipzig, does not have many well-

wilhelm.gerdes@

    

izi.fraunhofer.de
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&  

with the settlement of these three companies we were always successful in simultaneously
acquiring projects for the Fraunhofer IZI. The location factors you referred to always play a
# 

   \    

 

    \ $  $%    !-

lent funding environment in Saxony, the brilliant expertise of our partners is of prime importance. Soft factors like the city‘s offerings and favorable rents round off the picture.
%   $   $ ) J @    : ;     
 )  ( !$  
    - 
 

( ( ( $  

)$     = I think a comparison with other

 #       /   

      

   ]

course, one can learn from the mistakes and correct approaches made at other locations, but
      

      =  #     



the same in each case; rather should they be customized for the respective companies. In that
sense we have no immediate competitors but rather a competition for the best adapted conditions. We did not and will not have ideal standards as such; it is rather our intention, with
 %      

 "    %

  

   %  & 

and as much value as possible in our region.
; (   

   $     = It is one of our most

important aims to create a patient-oriented diagnostic platform. Different units within the
department are working on this issue. Our current development projects are biomarkers, e. g.
like the ncRNAs, and, in cooperation with industrial partners, novel analysis devices for rapid
and cost-effective measurement of such biomarkers, with the focus on providing the diagnostic market with new products as soon as possible. Moreover, our Tumor Stem Cells Unit
is striking a new path with respect to monitoring the effectiveness of drugs. What is crucial
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From left to right:

"        

Dr. Christian Zilch,
Prof. Ulrich Sack,

–

Nanotechnology

Dr. Jörg Hackermüller,

–

Tumor stem cells

Dr. Wilhelm Gerdes,

–

RNomics

Dr. Peter Ruschpler.

A selection of products and services offered by the department can be found on page 53.

Contact

\ &  Q

Prof. Dr. med. Ulrich Sack
Head of Molecular Diagnostics

This unit develops rapid, easy-to-handle, immunological, cell biological and genetic analysis as

Unit

  %   %      #     "%% 

Phone +49 341 9725-500

tumor biology, in particular for articular and pulmonary diseases. Innovative immunoassays,

ulrich.sack@izi.fraunhofer.de

genetic analyses, complex cell culture models and animal experimental approaches are

  

employed here.

Contact

'$ Q

Dr. Dirk Kuhlmeier
Head of Nanotechnology Unit

This unit is occupied with the development of molecular diagnostic applications of micros-

Phone +49 341 35536-9312

pheres and materials at nanometer scale. A novel point-of-care diagnostic platform is being

dirk.kuhlmeier@

developed on the basis of functionalized magnetic particles. Assays based on nucleic acids

izi.fraunhofer.de

and proteins are transferred to this platform. In addition, the unit develops in vitro assays that
contribute to the evaluation of the toxic potential of industrially applied nanomaterials.
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Contact
Dr. Jörg Hackermüller

  % :       (   

    # '

Head of RNomics Unit

(ncRNAs) for the development of novel diagnostic markers and therapeutic targets. The

Phone +49 341 35536-5205

methods and strategies required for this task are developed by this unit, wherein particular

joerg.hackermueller@

attention is directed to general disease- and system-independent applicability.

izi.fraunhofer.de

%  " Q

Contact
Dr. Peter Ruschpler

This unit’s objective is the development of therapeutic strategies based on cells and agents for
  %

    

    %  

 %  

 % 

Head of Tumor Stem Cells Unit
Phone +49 341 35536-3605

stem cells (TSCs) in the relevant malignant tumor. It is the intention of the concept to describe

peter.ruschpler@

<$    %      

izi.fraunhofer.de

     

 



     

oncology.
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Contact

       

Prof. Dr. med. Ulrich Sack
Phone +49 341 9725-500

%     '    "%%  & 

ulrich.sack@izi.fraunhofer.de

western populations and is very painful for the patient. Primary therapy for RA currently


     %

    #    

  "%%  % %  #  #     )

However, the pattern of the disease indicates autoimmunological causes, wherein inherent
substances such as articular cartilage and cells of the immune system are attacked. It has not
        

  #    %    

stopped or even reversed; such a therapy would constitute a complete cure of RA. In addition
to already existing animal models and respective investigative research, the Fraunhofer IZI
can also offer in vitro models, wherein anti-destructive mechanisms of action and grades of
activity of RA medications are observed in a test tube in direct interaction with human cells.


 %% %  #    #    #   %    



optimized therapeutics.

Contact

In vitro    $   

 

Dr. Peter Ruschpler
Phone +49 341 35536-3605

Tumor stem cells (TSCs) have been indicated to play an important role in the evolution of

peter.ruschpler@

different types of cancer. They have the typical properties that are characteristic for stem cells,

izi.fraunhofer.de

such as the potential for self-renewal and differentiation. It is currently assumed that this cell
type is resistant to various forms of therapy which leads to both relapses and metastasis. A
test platform was developed at the Fraunhofer IZI that allows for a rapid and applicationoriented investigation of multiple candidate agents for intervening against tumor stem cell
   < %   %   & 

    

    

novel candidate agents (e. g. cytostatics). In detail, this is about dosage-dependent kinetics in


 

    

#% 

          %  

growth curves of tumor stem cells upon drug exposure that could be complemented by a
1       

follow-up in vivo approach subsequently to tumorigenesis in a murine model.

     
induced arthritis in mice.

2 Spheroid formation of TSCs
in mammary carcinoma.
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Contact
Dr. Dirk Kuhlmeier

Background: A reliable diagnosis of complex and life-threatening infectious diseases is

Phone +49 341 35536-9312

currently only possible using elaborate and time-consuming methods involving an analysis

dirk.kuhlmeier@
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Diagnostics GmbH, the Department of Diagnostics and New Technologies is developing an
innovative system for rapid, easy-to-conduct and inexpensive on-site infection diagnostics.
The Nanotechnology Unit at the Fraunhofer IZI has received a positive funding decision from
the VDI / VDE for the “MinoLab“ project. Within the 3-year BMBF-funded project, which
     Y ~_     
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   %   #

#       % " $<     Y $/ 

Austrian Institute of Technology and Siemens. The project is coordinated by Magna Diagnostics GmbH, a Fraunhofer spin-off in Leipzig.
Approach to solution: The system to be developed is based on magnetic particles that
are only a few nanometers in size and can be functionalized according to application area
as carriers for antibodies and disease-associated DNA sequences. These so-called magnetic
beads are stored on a single-use cartridge in check card format. In the on-site examination
a sample, e. g. blood, saliva or urine, is taken from the patient and is then applied onto this
“check card“. Upon lysis of the target cells, the magnetic beads bind to the respective target
molecules contained in the sample and are transported in a fully automated manner through
the individual reaction tubes via magnetic forces generated in a miniature device. At the end
of the process chain, detection is conducted by means of highly sensitive magnetic sensor
technology – the signals are digitalized and a fully electric read-out is performed.
Potential applications: Sepsis, i. e. blood poisoning, is one example for application. About
half of the approximately 240,000 annual cases of sepsis in Germany must be treated in
intensive care and still 43 percent of those cases treated result in the patient’s death. Treat%
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  # 

Moreover, individual classes of these pathogens have already developed a resistance to certain

1       

active agents. The time between blood sample collection and obtaining a diagnostic result

(Computer Aided Design)

still amounts to at least eight hours. By integrating the process steps from sample preparation

model.

to detection on the innovative diagnostic platform it is possible to detect pathogens and
resistances in less than one hour. In addition to medical applications such as proteomic,

2 Magnetic bead control by

genomic and microbiological tests, the future areas of application also comprise environ-

       

mental analyses or civil protection measures.

manufacture in the Rapid
Prototyping Method.
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Dr. Jörg Hackermüller
Phone +49 341 35536-5205
joerg.hackermueller@
izi.fraunhofer.de

Background: /   
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validation of biomarkers play important parts in this strategy. To date primarily proteins and
protein-coding RNAs have been utilized as biomarkers. The innovative approach of the
RNomics Unit is to also include non-coding RNA (ncRNA) in the investigations. A large proportion of the human genome is translated into RNA while only a small proportion actually
codes for proteins. In most cases, these non-coding RNAs play a regulatory role. Several
ncRNAs could be proven to have a causal function in pathogenesis, which renders them
           

  %)     # % 

However, most of the ncRNAs have not yet been characterized.
Objective:  &  
  =  
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 &     %

%       ( 
 % )   /$]/

   % :             %  #

array and ultra-high-throughput sequencing data (ENCODE Project Consortium, Nature 2007).
As these methods are very material- and time-consuming, the development of economic
methods is another objective. For the establishment of ncRNA as therapeutic target molecules, model systems of prostate carcinoma and mammary carcinoma were developed. The
goal was to identify ncRNAs that are formed in different amounts in healthy and tumorous
      "  #     #%%         % 
cells.

1 The nONCOchip – an
    ment of ncRNA biomarkers for
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Potential applications: With the nONCOchip a tool has been developed that allows for
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  #    -

sis of cell culture models of prostate carcinoma by means of tiling array studies was utilized to
     ]$] 

 %           

%  

prONCOchip. In cell culture models and clinical samples of prostate carcinoma several ncRNAs
         

 %  K    

 #      '      
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reinsertion of the lost ncRNAs into the tumor cells inhibits their growth and proliferation and
also leads to programmed cell death (apoptosis). Studies of the application of these ncRNAs
as therapeutic agents in a murine prostate carcinoma model are imminent. The RNomics Unit
      % 

       %

  %)      

of therapeutic targets on the basis of ncRNAs. Aside from the exemplarily pursued issue of
  #  #   #        

%   %

 %    

strategies for general applicability is given priority. Important proofs-of-concept were achieved
for those strategies in 2009, so that a transfer to other issues will be possible for our partners
or clients.
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BUSINESS UNITS
Th e F r a unhof e r Ins ti tu te fo r Ce l l T h e ra p y a n d Immunol ogy I ZI ex pl ores and dev el ops s ol uti ons to s pecif ic
proble m s a t t he in te rfa ce s o f m e d i ci n e , l ife s c i enc es and engi neeri ng. To i ts c l i ents and partners t he
i n sti t ut e off e r s c omp l e te s o l u ti o n s ra n g i n g from market s tudi es ri ght down to the dev el opment of a
mark e t - re a dy prod u ct a n d i ts m a rk e ti n g a u th ori z ati on. I n the bus i nes s uni ts of agents , c el l therapy,
di ag nost ic s / a ssa y s a n d b i o b a n k s th e F ra u n h o fer I ZI dev el ops , opti mi z es and v al i dates methods , ma t eri al s a nd produc t s fo r m e d i ca l , b i o te c h n o l o g i c al and pharmac euti c al c ompani es as wel l as for di agnost ic
l abor a t or ie s, hospi ta l s a n d re s e a rc h fa c i l i ti e s . O n the fol l owi ng pages pl eas e fi nd a l i s t of our s pe cial
comp e t e nc ie s, sor t e d b y d e p a rtme n ts .
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The development of new therapeutic agents is a time- and

In order to promote the development of regenerative therapy

cost-intensive process. In many cases there is a gap in the

strategies innovative diagnostic methods are required. From

transfer of fundamental research results to clinical practice.

the characterization of individual cells to the imaging in

The Fraunhofer IZI bridges this gap by means of its special

living organisms, methods and processes must continuously

)

be adapted and adjusted. The Fraunhofer IZI develops, tests

  

      %  ]  #

of services already starts with development services and

and validates new and adapted diagnostic methods and

extends over characterization, optimization and preclinical

accompanies its partners until a product has reached market

studies right down to clinical trials. Particular priorities are the

maturity. With innovative methods and new classes of

 %

biomarkers (e. g. ncRNA) the institute seeks to develop more

 #  

  

  #   

  #  %%     "%%     

sensitive, rapid and cost-effective methods and to transfer

ischemia.

them to clinical application.
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Cell therapy is the application of cells or cell suspensions. It

Biobanks are collections of biological material that are stored

is the aim of a cell therapy to induce regenerative processes

and optionally preserved in a special manner while providing

and to replace dysfunctional or defective cells in the patient,

additional information, e. g. about their origin. Biobanks are

respectively. In order to clinically apply cell therapeutics it is

established for research and other purposes, e. g. as supply

required to demonstrate their safety and effectiveness, which

  #

is done in extensive preclinical examinations and clinical

biology, for the conservation of biodiversity. As far as human

trials. The Fraunhofer IZI conducts contract development and

%   

testing of cell therapeutic methods. The institute offers all

handling regulations are required.

     %    
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developmental steps from one source, from the design of
studies over preclinical development right down to the grant

At the Fraunhofer IZI there are biobanks for various

of a manufacturing authorization and the production of test

 "%%    %           

preparations for clinical trials.

stem cells, also including tumor stem cells, that serve for the
processing of research contracts. The units at the Fraunhofer
IZI also develop individual components themselves, like
for example new cryoprotectors, and are very experienced
in conceiving, establishing, documenting and operating
biobanks, which are readily utilized within the scope of
contracts.
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–

Diagnostic and therapeutic (mouse) model of borreliosis

–

3H-Thymidine proliferation assay

(Borrelia burgdorferi) and salmonellosis (Salmonella enterica)

–

Production and evaluation of histological preparations

for preclinical studies under GLP-analogous conditions

–

ELISPOT and automated cell separation

Development, validation and beta evaluation of cell

–

Development of DNA vaccines

technological methods and equipment

–

Epitope mapping of antibodies and sera

GLP-analogous tests for immunotoxicology / immunogenicity,

–

GvHD-mice (allogen induced)

biodistribution and tumorigenicity of blood products, cell-

–

Contract library establishment

based medicinal products, biologics, phytopharmaceuticals

–

Humanized, tripple transgenic mice

–

–

and nanoparticles in vivo



  

–

GMP conform production of cell- and tissue products

–

Conditioned humanized / non-humanized mice
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in vitro

opment of methods and devices for their diagnostic detection
–

Immunotoxic GLP validation in vitro

–

Phage Display

–

Custom made development and validation of immuno-

–

Selection of ligands, antibodies and enzyme inhibitors for

logical in vitro test systems


Y
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–

and conjugation on a laboratory scale under GLP conditions




–

 

       

   

  

Test systems for antibiotics, defensins and antimicrobial
peptides

–

Test systems for cytostatics based on tumor cell lines

and conjugation on a laboratory scale under GLP conditions

–

Therapy model for arteriosclerosis / plaque building

  %  %   

  "%%   



diseases for preclinical studies under GLP-analogous condi-

–

Cell and tissue irradiations

tions

–

Cell transplantations (mouse)

  %  =    "   %  

Quality controls and their validation according to the
European Pharmacopoeia (e. g. testing of mycoplasma,

Contact: Dr. Michael Szardenings | Vice Head of Department

      

of Immunology | Phone +49 341 9725-500 |

!  "   % 

michael.szardenings@izi.fraunhofer.de
Contact: Dr. Gerno Schmiedeknecht | Head of Department
of Cell Engineering | Phone +49 341 35536-9705 |
gerno.schmiedeknecht@izi.fraunhofer.de
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–

Three dimensional stem cell cultures (bone / cartilage

–

Arthritis model in mice

pressure training)

–

Transcriptomic analyses by tilling arrays and ultra high

–

Imaging of biocompatibility in vivo (small animal) and
material testing

–

throughput sequencing
–

Real-time monitoring of tumor initiation and remission by
bioluminescence imaging (BLI) in vivo

Developmental toxicity and cytotoxicity of additives, supplements and biomaterials

–

Development of molecular imaging methods

Experimental imaging (CT, MRT, PET, bioluminescence /

–

Cartilage destruction model in mice

"   %# #

–

Microarray analytics

–

Large animal model (sheep) for cerebral ischemia

–

MicroRNA analytics (expression, localization, targets)

–

Histology: mammal brain, anatomical-pathological examinations

–

Non-coding RNA biomarker

–

Cryoconservation of cells

–

Non-coding RNA biomarker for oncology, nONCOchip

–

Transgenic mice for bioluminescence imaging (BLI)

–

Non-coding RNA – therapy targets

–

Model systems myocardial ischemia – rat / mice

–

Optimization of pathogen isolation methods

–

Monitoring of preclinical studies and design consulting

–

Optimization of molecular detection methods

–

Center for preclinical studies for conducting highly predictive

–

Testing of agents in tumor stem cells (in vitro)

tests of therapies and agents

–

Tumor stem cells (TSC) for therapy projects (production of

–

–

Clean room cell sorting (multi-parametric 11 dyes)

–

Reprogramming of cells – iPS (induced pluripotent stem cells)

–

<$  $} $[
Investigation of nanoparticles

–

Senescence research



$   

–

SNP analyses of the human genome

–

Testing of cytostatics and cell therapeutics in vivo after

–

Stem cell analyses and stem cell manipulation

–

Stem cell medias

–

Therapy model (rat) for cerebral ischemia (stroke)

–

Therapy model for tissue regeneration after fracture

–

Animal model mice for solid and disseminated tumors

Contact: Prof. Friedemann Horn | Head of Department

(luciferase transgene)

of Diagnostics and New Technologies |

–

Behavioral phenotyping / neurofunctional testing in animal models

Phone +49 341 9725-491 | friedemann.horn@izi.fraunhofer.de

–

Cell culture models of neuronal and glial ischemia

–

Cytokine induced killer cells (CIK Cells) – production and

   #         

TSC driven tumor induction in mice model
–

Testing of cytostatics in vitro on tumor stem cells of
different solid malignomas

clinical validation

Contact: Dr. Johannes Boltze | Head of Department of Cell
Therapy | Phone +49 341 9725-814 | johannes.boltze@
izi.fraunhofer.de
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EQUIPMENT
W it h a c om m u n i c a ti v e i n fra s tru c tu re , s t ate-of-the-art l aboratory c l us ters and an ex tens i v e equipm ent
pool a t ha nd, th e F ra u n h o fe r I Z I ca n o ffer a broad range of res earc h ac ti v i ti es and s erv i c es .

J!  

"  $ g\h

Currently, the institute occupies a 2,300 m² laboratory area



and a 1,400 m2    ~_~   # !  

GMP facility of 450 m2 for the manufacture of biopharma-

will add another 1,200 m² for laboratories and the animal

ceutical products for early clinical studies. The GMP area is

!%      !  _ %  

divided into different suites, where work under cleanliness

 #  # \] $^      %   

 '    %   

%      

The institute’s modern laboratories are divided into seven

with different types of equipment in order to meet different

clusters, each having standard equipment with different

 %  =%  ?     # ! 

priorities. Besides cell biologically, molecular biologically and

the GMP facility will be extended by another 450 m2.

biochemically oriented laboratory units, the institute has an
extensive immunohistochemistry laboratory, an isotope
      =  

       =

analysis equipment. All laboratories at the Fraunhofer IZI are
    #
   ) 

<~          

   #    #  #     

biology.
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Animal experiments are currently conducted in cooperation

Cell biological

with the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, the Medical Faculty

–

Bioreactors (partly automated, 8fold)

and the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology.

–

Flow cytometry

Further projects are conducted in cooperation with the

–

Cell sorting (e. g. FACS, high-speed)

   j    

 

Faculty of Biosciences, Pharmacy and Psychology in the
animal experimental area.

Molecular biological


'   % # \ 

From 2012 on, the Fraunhofer IZI will have its own animal

–

Expression analysis system

experimental area in the extension building. In addition to

–

High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC)

various small animal models, the establishment and investiga-

–

Mass spectronomy

tion of large animal models will also be possible there. An

–

Microarray scanner and hybridization stations

extensive equipment pool for various imaging methods

–

PCR and electrophoresis park (e. g. real-time PCR)

completes this research unit.

–

Proteom analytics

–

Reporter gene measuring (Luminometer)

Imaging
–

Bioluminescence imaging

–

Fluorescence- / confocal microscopy

–

Immunohistochemistry / histology

Others
–

Bioinformatics



\   < % % 

  " 



    ]= =%

     



cell therapeutics, therapeutical antibodies and for quality
control
–

in vivo electroporation

–

Cryopreservation technology

–

Micro surgical instruments
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TECHNOLOGY PLATFORMS
W it h e x t e nsiv e c o mp e te n c i e s a n d a s ta te-of-the-art equi pment pool the i ns ti tute i s abl e to offer research
se r v ic e s a long th e e n ti re va l u e ch a i n o f a s pec ifi c tec hnol ogy .

+!$ ) 

`  
    %)       

'      #   #  #   

application

ing. This makes them interesting tools in biology, medical

  

research and in both treatment and diagnostics.

size of a market, detection of market niches and the

  %       % 

 

offering of targeted solutions

The Fraunhofer IZI develops and produces antibodies for

%  

therapeutic and diagnostic use. Therapeutic antibodies have

  

 # % 

mainly been used for treatment of different kind of tumors

 

  

and lymphomas, in treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, Crohn’s

Testing of effectiveness in laboratory scale.

disease, asthma and in prevention of rejection after organ
transplantation.

 #  

 
Production of polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies
Optimization through molecular biological methods

Antibodies are an essential research tool used in test kits for
the detection of soluble or cell-linked marker molecules. They
  % 

 #   %      #

characteristics. For in vivo diagnostics as well as functional
extension of therapeutic antibodies different linking methods
can be used to link signal and effector molecules.

and / or labelling.
&
GLP conform documentation
Development of protocols and SOPs
 

) 

Development of a GMP conform production process
Production of clinical test samples conform with §13 of
the German Pharmaceutical Act (AMG)
Establishment of master- and working cell banks
"  
Design and performance of clinical trials (phase II und III)
are supported by the institute.
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Biotechnological and biomedical research as well as

 # #     # 

       

preclinical and clinical trials require valid high throughput

] B ) 

analysing methods for detection of biomarkers, active

#           #     

agents and genes. It is important to analyze samples of

     #

different origins as rapidly as possible with a high precision.
Because customer demands varied widely, the development
of a universal test is far away. The Fraunhofer IZI bundles
competencies to offer a broad spectrum of analysis methods
to its partners.

+  $  
Adaptation of existing (proteomic or genomic) technology
  %     

 



* @  
] %( 

    #

    

speed and costs

Therefore existing technology platforms can be combined
individually for the seperate requirements of each customer.
New analysis methods are then developed for and together
with the partner. The modern, high level equipment and the

Evaluation
Evaluation of the assay through patient samples in the
laboratory according to the gold-standard
" )

broad competencies of the institute make it a strong partner

Validation of the assay with patient samples in clinical

in assay adaptation and development and screening,of

environment

pharmaceutical agents as well as in diagnostic and
monitoring. Therefore the complete value-added chain, from
  

 # % 

   

 

assay, is represented by the institute.
A unique selling point is the special expertise of the
Fraunhofer IZI in RNA technologies. Non-coding ncRNA has
recently become more important as they can be used as
# 

 %)     %    

  

new therapeutic target.
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Vaccines and diagnostic assays are elemental methods for

&

$  

combating infectious diseases, in both human and veterinary
medicine.

&   ) )

[



The Fraunhofer IZI‘s activities in the development of vaccines

    @

range from the selection and optimization of suitable antigens right down to the conduct of proof-of-principle tests in

J     )  $ )

   % %    #   %      #
bacteriology and parasitology can be processed. Models of

"  @    

 

ectoparasites (e. g. mites) are also established at the institute.
 

   @    

The Fraunhofer IZI‘s know-how comprises state-of-the-art
vaccine technologies like DNA, recombinant subunit or
vector vaccines. In veterinary medicine it is often decisive to
distinguish between vaccinated animals and naturally infected animals (DIVA principle, differentiation of infected and
vaccinated animal). This is ensured by the methods available
at the Fraunhofer IZI.
For the testing of vaccine candidates we have at our disposal
small and (due to a close cooperation with the Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine at the University of Leipzig) large animal
models.
For the serological detection of pathogens the Fraunhofer IZI
recombinantly produces antigens which are then optimized
for diagnosing by in vitro tests. On the one hand this allows
for examining the effectiveness of our vaccine candidates. On
the other hand this technology platform offers the possibility
to develop novel serological assays (e. g. ELISAs).
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\   

Meaningful model systems are required for the development
     #   #

  %   

 

"     %+`   

 

of cerebral and cardiac ischemia. Especially for the prevention

+   )  

of failures and costs in the technology transfer area it is
crucial to minimize risks and sources of error already in the

"        

course of preclinical development.
\      

The Fraunhofer IZI offers different model systems for addressing a variety of aspects within the development chain.

"      )

Apart from various in vitro models this also applies to a
number of in vivo models. As the transfer of research results
from a small animal model to human applications led to a
number of failures in the past, a large animal model that is
much closer to the human physiology has been developed

\ $ 

at the Fraunhofer IZI.
in vitro models

Comprehensive equipment and cooperations in the area
of medical imaging have rendered the institute capable

 #      

      

in vivo  g h

of evaluating both regenerative processes and diagnostic

e. g. cell transplantations, behavior analyses, magnetic

applications in vivo.

resonance imaging, histology
in vivo  g)h

The institute is particularly specialized in, but not limited to,

e. g. long term studies, utilization of adult autologous stem

the development of cell therapeutic methods. Our service

cell populations, magnetic resonance imaging

portfolio also comprises the testing of agents, surgical
therapy methods and the development of new imaging
methods.
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QUALITITY MANAGEMENT
W ith a highly successful quality management the Fraunhofer IZI fulfills its clients‘ and partners‘ sophisticated demands and thus guarantees research services at the highest level.

J _ ? J!  $  ?

\ _ ? \   ?

“Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) is a quality system con-

Fraunhofer IZI operates a 450 m2 GMP-compliant clean room

cerned with the organizational process and the conditions

   #  "! #      

under which non-clinical health and environmental safety

attractive for new biotechnology companies that seek to

studies are planned, performed, monitored, recorded,

bring newly developed active ingredients and medicinal

           

products into clinical application via clinical trials. The facility



 [ -

ratory Practice in the GLP principles of the Organisation for

is divided into different independent suites. Each has its own

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) that were

grade C clean rooms (preparation), own air locks from grade

devised following the EC-Directive, which were incorporated

C to B (personnel and materials transport) and two grade B

into German law and anchored in the chemical law (“Chemi-

rooms (aseptic manufacturing). The clean room grade A is

kaliengesetz”). Good Laboratory Practice, as almost no other

   %  "          

quality system, has contributed to health, environmental and

the B-rooms. Most of the available clean room suites are

animal protection through its worldwide implementation and

specialized for processes associated with manufacturing of

the consequent widely reciprocal recognition of study data.

human autologous or allogeneic cell-based therapeutics (e. g.
tissue engineering products, stem cell preparations, cancer

Fraunhofer IZI possesses a separate GLP laboratory and

vaccines). One suite is designed for the manufacturing of

trained personnel. These resources are fully equipped to

therapeutic recombinant proteins and antibodies in small

provide integrated research and development solutions.

scale (for phase I to early phase II trials). In addition to the
clean rooms and the technical and, respectively, regulatory

Contact: Dr. Jörg Lehmann | Head of Cell Engineering / GLP Unit |

infrastructure, the Fraunhofer IZI offers assistance for the

Phone +49 341 35536-1205 | joerg.lehmann@izi.fraunhofer.de

set-up and validation of GMP-compliant manufacturing processes as well as for obtaining a manufacturing authorization
according to §13 of the German Pharmaceutical Act (AMG).
Contact: Dr. Gerno Schmiedeknecht | Head of Department of
Cell Engineering | Phone +49 341 35536-9705 |
gerno.schmiedeknecht@izi.fraunhofer.de
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The clinical trial of new drug candidates is an essential

of GLP-compliant pre-clinical investigations (e. g.

step on the way to approval. Since the 12th revision of

toxicological testing procedures). Furthermore, the quality

the “Arzneimittelgesetz AMG“ (German Drug Act) every

 %       

 %  

clinical drug trial must be approved of by the responsible

by a GMP manufacturing authorization pursuant to §13

higher federal authority (“Bundesinstitut für Arzneimittel

AMG, which ideally should already have been granted for

und Medizinprodukte“, Federal Institute for Drugs

the manufacture of preparations for selected pre-clinical

and Medical Devices, Paul Ehrlich Institute) and by the

  # 

responsible ethics commission prior to the initiation of

institutions and a GMP manufacturing authorization are

the clinical study. In order to obtain this authorization,

thus absolutely prerequisite when applying for the clinical

          # 
  %     

 % 

 

    % [  

trial of a new medication.

 % )

" _ ? "  ?

results. Additionally GCP regulates the roles of the essential
entities involved in the trial including the sponsor, monitor,

GCP describes internationally accepted regulations which

CRO, primary investigator and ethics committee or intuitional

govern the execution of clinical trials. These regulations

review board and also regulates quality management and

  %          $  

adverse event reporting.

are divided into three phases.
–




phase I: establishment of safety of the new

The Fraunhofer IZI carries out in cooperation with doctors

medication / therapeutic

and SMO’s (site management organizations) clinical trials as

   %

     

requested by Sponsors. The focus here is primarily on trials

medication / therapy (Phase IIa) and dose curve

with walk-in patients. The Fraunhofer IZI is a reliable partner

(Phase IIb)

in the area of clinical trial planning, composition of trial

   %

  # 



  

(also known as Pivotal-trial).

protocols and all other necessary documents required for
submission to the regulatory authorities including the ethics
committee. Private physicians and SMOs carry out on-site

Only after successful completion of phase III can new

patient visits.

substances register for marketing approval. All phases of
clinical development must be carried out under the above

Contact: Prof. Frank Emmrich | Director | Phone +49 341 9725-500

described GCP-guidelines. The protection of the patient or

frank.emmrich@izi.fraunhofer.de

volunteer must always remain in the foreground. Important
aspects of this include the patient consent form, patient trial
insurance as well as the exact documentation of the trial
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
In a ddit ion t o re s e a rch a n d d e v e l o p me n t s erv i c es , the F raunhofer I ZI offers to i ts c l i ents and par t ner s
v a r ious se r v ic e s fo r th e re a l i z a ti o n o f i n n ov ati v e proj ec t i deas .

The Fraunhofer IZI has an administrative department that is

Another priority is the exploitation of the institute‘s patent

responsible for the acquisition of new clients and projects

portfolio and the implementation of scientists‘ patenting

and for technology transfer. Our administrative department

projects.

“Business Development and Patent Management“ is a
central interface of the institute and keeps close contact
with the relevant decision makers of the funding institutions,
    #     )    

 ) 

 = 

of projects and partners as well as in the preparation of

–

project acquisition

applications for funding projects. Another focus is on the

–

planning and coordinating projects; controlling

establishment and cultivation of industry contacts.
The team is a competent contact point for our potential
clients and partners and offers a comprehensive overview
of all the institute‘s competencies, technologies and service
offers. Requests can therefore swiftly and purposefully be
transferred to the relevant contact person at the institute.
With the collaboration of the Fraunhofer IZI, a further
foundation project of a biotechnology company could be
realized and funded with means provided by the “Sächsische
Aufbaubank“ (Saxon Development Bank) in the reported
year.
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and marketing
–

support in the acquisition of third-party funding

–

business development

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
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Signing of a non-

Drafting of the

negotiation

 

contract based on

Discussion and

Signing of the

 

cornerstones

disclosure agreement.

between the

the project plan

Original text may

partners (IP rights,

and cornerstones

 ( 

contract by the

 

research contract

be from the partner

utilization rights,

   

partners.

or Fraunhofer-

contract timeframe,

phase 2.

Gesellschaft.

 &     

legal advisors of

development).

the partners.

after review and,
if necessary,
changes by the

 V  
funding

minimizing the economic risk

institution

advantage in
innovation
project

Fraunhofer
IZI

)

    

company



further partners, support in the

investment

acquisition of funding

partner

additional know-how

As a special service for our business partners and clients we

funding applications. Our close contact with the decision

offer support in the acquisition of funding in order to launch

makers of local, regional and national funding institutions

innovative projects. Within the framework of cooperative

        

or combined projects, innovative and high-risk projects can

during the application process and increases the probability

be funded and the amount to be invested can be raised.

of success.

        )

Beyond advice on funding options, partners and customers
are actively supported in the preparation and submission of
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ADVANCED VOCATIONAL TRAINING
OFFERS
T he F r a unhofe r I Z I p u ts s tro n g e m p h a s i s on adv anc ed v oc ati onal trai ni ng and c areer dev el opent of it s
 %        

             

<        ¡    =     % 

%

  #        

 %         % 

 

%   

  ? < ¡ ?   


     ¢

 % 

building c re a te i d e a l co n d i ti o n s fo r th i s v ery s pec i al s y mbi os i s .

  %     %     

Our offers for advanced vocational training have been well

advanced corporate training with a focus on internal and

received ever since they have become part of the Fraunhofer

external communication. The comprehensive advanced

IZI’s range of services. In particular, our offers in the context

  #    %%       

of project management, negotiation training, management

seminars held by Fraunhofer researchers. Both the Fraunhofer

training, presentation training and workshops for the

IZI and WSR work with selected training staff who all have

 = 

university degrees and several years of practical experience.

writing enjoy great popularity. These offers have been

The trainers are thus profoundly experienced and competent,

      #

particularly from educational and psychological points of

institutions throughout Germany.

view.
Each employee’s commitment, motivation and self-dependent
action are the most important factors for a company’s success
– and the team will be glad to assist in achieving these goals.
More detailed information on our seminars can be found in
our Seminar Catalog at www.izi.fraunhofer.de/
izi_seminare.html or via:
Eva Martinek
Phone +49 341 35536-9322
eva.martinek@izi.fraunhofer.de
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According to prior arrangement, the following seminars
can of course also be offered as in-house seminars.

     ( B

    X

#  

 

–

Business economic principles

–

Employment law

–

Corporate law

–

Good Clinical Practice (GCP)

–

Contract law (basics)



<    #



<   

–

Technology-oriented business start-up (basics)

–

Technology-oriented business start-up (advanced

\  B  

     



seminar)

–

Successful acquisition of third-party funding

–

Marketing principles

–

Self- and time management

–

Project management (basics)

–

Leadership seminar I

–

Project management (advanced)

–

Leadership seminar II

–

Working in and with a team

–

Communication training

–

Negotiating successfully

–

Presentation training

–

Moderation training



$

–

Proper telephone etiquette

–

Sales training

"   

B

"   #
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SCIENCE LOCATION
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LEIPZIG AND THE FORMER TRADE FAIR
GROUNDS
Th e F r a unhof e r Ins ti tu te fo r Ce l l T h e ra p y a n d Immunol ogy I ZI i s l oc ated on the former trade fai r grounds
i n th e sout h- e a st o f th e ci ty o f L e i p z i g . Cl o s e c ooperati on wi th the nearby fac i l i ti es of the U ni v ers i ty of
[ ( #     %    

   \  ] $   ^ [ (  #   %

JX "      

 

projects with their development of business plans or marketing concepts. A particularly intensive cooperation connects

The Fraunhofer Institute for Cell Therapy and Immunology IZI

the Fraunhofer IZI and the Institute for Clinical Immunology

is located on the former trade fair grounds in the south-east

and Transfusion Medicine (IKIT) of the University Leipzig.

of the city of Leipzig. The institute’s premises are only about
a ten minute drive away from the city center and can easily
be reached with public transport. Moreover, many of our

#>   X %   " 

already established and potential future cooperation partners

` ) \

are located in the immediate vicinity. Among these are, for
!%  \] $^ [(#  Y!  )       

One of the most important partners of the Fraunhofer Institute

Evolutionary Anthropology, the clinics and institutes of the

for Cell Therapy and Immunology IZI is the Translational Center

Medical Faculty, the Chemistry Faculty, the Physics Faculty,

for Regenerative Medicine (TRM), which was founded within

the Veterinary Medicine Faculty, as well as the Faculty of Life

the framework of the Excellence Initiative 2006 by the German

Sciences, Pharmacy and Psychology.

Federal Ministry of Education and Research and the Free State
of Saxony. Under the auspices of the renowned immunologist
    ) /%%       %     -

]* "%K J @X   !

lished the TRM in order to start conceptional, pre-clinical and
clinical research projects focused on Tissue Engineering and

 \] $^ [(#            

Materials Sciences (TEMAT), Cell Therapies for Repair and Re-

research under one roof. It houses, for instance, the Bio-

placement (CELLT), Regulatory Molecules and Delivery Systems

technological-Biomedical Center (BBZ) of the University of

(REMOD), Imaging, Modeling, and Monitoring of Regeneration

Leipzig and has available space for industrial settlements

(IMONIT). In 2010, the TRM received a very positive evaluation

in the vicinity. More than 25 cell technology companies

  

including VITA34, International AG, Haemabank AG and

and international consultants, so that funding was granted by

Curacyte AG are already located there. Cooperations with

the BMBF and Saxony for further support.

         

  # % $#%     K  # %K

  

cell engineering and applied stem cell biology, bioprocess

# !     X +   @

engineering, protein structure analysis, mass spectroscopy,
molecular cell therapy and molecular pathogenesis.

The neighboring partners of the University of Leipzig are,
among others, the Interdisciplinary Center for Clinical

  ) 

 £     :   K    
of transplantation). Institutions relevant for cooperation

        [(#      %

are, among others, the Heart Center Leipzig GmbH, the

cooperation with the Fraunhofer IZI: the University of Leipzig,

Helmholtz Center for Environmental Research (UFZ), the

the Leipzig University of Applied Science (HWTK) and the

[ (        < Y  

Graduate School of Management (HHL) have found in the

disciplinary Center for Bioinformatics (IZBI), the Center for

Fraunhofer IZI a strong partner for research cooperations

Clinical Trials Leipzig GmbH (ZKS), the Center for Therapeutic

and the development of joint programs for teaching and

Studies (ZET) and the Leipzig Interdisciplinary Research Cluster

advanced vocational training, which enhance local attractive-

of Genetic Factors, Clinical Phenotypes and Environment.

  %  

%      

    

]Y   

Moreover, there are numerous interfaces with different special

example, students of business administration from the HHL

research areas and so-called Transregios (transregional research

           

projects) that are located in Leipzig.
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BIO CITY (I) with hired Fraunhofer IZI area (Ia), Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine, institutes and hospitals (II), Max Planck

Coordination Center for Clinical Trials Leipzig (ZKS)

Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology (III), German

University of Leipzig

National Library (IV), Translational Centre for Regenerative

Härtelstr. 16-18

Medicine (V), Fraunhofer IZI (VI), extension Fraunhofer IZI

04107 Leipzig

(VII).

www.kks.uni-leipzig.de
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S C I E N C E L O C AT I O N

Interdisciplinary Center for Bioinformatics (IZBI)

Association for the Advancement of the Health

University of Leipzig

   !"

Härtelstr. 16 - 18

Deutscher Platz 5a

04107 Leipzig

04103 Leipzig

www.izbi.uni-leipzig.de

www.med-in-leipzig.de

Max Planck Institutes (MPI)

University of Leipzig
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FRAUNHOFER IZI AS HOST
I n 2010, t he F r a un h o fe r I Z I ‘s p re m i s e s we re onc e more a popul ar and frequentl y v i s i ted meeti ng place
fo r the e x c ha nge b e twe e n e co n o my , s c i e n c e a nd pol i ti c s .
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The Fraunhofer IZI was founded on April 29, 2005, on the

Since 2006, the initiative “Germany – Land of Ideas“, under

occasion of the Day of Immunology. On the same day in

the patronage of the Federal President, annually honors 365

2010, the institute together with the University of Leipzig

locations in the Land of Ideas for their future-oriented ideas.

invited the protagonists of the Leipzig research and education
landscape to enhance their networking and interchange acti-

In 2010, the Fraunhofer IZI was successful, with not one but

vities. With the Joint Science Day a platform was created for

two projects, against about 2,200 competitors and could

interlinking local competencies more intensely and identifying

    

synergies. This invitation was accepted by 80 guests from

Campus, was honored on August 5. The conceptual idea of

20 institutes / work units who exchanged information about

a BioCity Campus Leipzig (BCC) takes the already existing

their research topics, infrastructure and strategies. Under the

      %

common vision of strengthening the science location Leipzig

of the former trade fair grounds as a basis for creating a

a discussion ensued within the framework of presentation

%      

series and workshops.

existing research infrastructure, for instance with an inter-

  

     &   \ $ 

      

 " ?   !  

 

nationally oriented kindergarten, a secondary school and a
Center for Regenerative Therapy, it is further intended to
+ )     $ 

attract the settlement of innovative companies and busi-

$ g&h

nesses.

From September 24 to 26, 2010, Leipzig was the venue

On October 29, 2010, a second project was honored that

for the 40th annual convention of the German Society for

will contribute to improving healthcare provision. The

Immunology (DGfI) under the leadership of Prof. Dr. med.

project “Magnetic Infection Diagnostics“ aims at detecting

Frank Emmrich as congress president. In symposia and

life-threatening infections in a more rapid, reliable and

workshops the members of the DGfI exchanged information

cost-effective manner. As guest of honor, Prof. Dr. Dr. Sabine



   

   %%

 #

von Schorlemer, Saxonian State Minister for Science and the

Aspects of fundamental research and their clinical application

Arts, appreciated this idea as being a great service to patients

were discussed.

and society. With the outsourcing of the MagnaDiagnostics
GmbH, the implementation of this concept is now the
primary focus of efforts.
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Within the framework of the debate on continuous structural

After the successful premiere in 2008, more than 40

funding by the European Union in Saxony from 2013 on,

      

Dr. Johannes Hahn inspected the Fraunhofer IZI. Dr. Hahn,

the Long Night of the Sciences on September 24, 2010.

who has been responsible for regional politics as EU com-

A broad program with more than 200 events in over 40

missioner since February 2010, arrived on October 25, 2010,

institutions provided insight into places that are usually rarely

accompanied by Sven Morlok, Saxonian Minister of Economic

accessible. The Fraunhofer IZI also actively participated in this

Affairs.

EU-sponsored event. Beside Hamburg, Leipzig was the only

  [(# 

 #   

German city to be granted funding within the scope of the
Hahn and Morlok were both convinced that the European
  #         '

EU Researchers‘ Night.

  { 

of the new institute building, about 14.8 Million Euros, were

On the day, the institute‘s employees presented their

    %  /      #

research topics and projects. With guided tours, participatory

  %

(EFRE).

events and experiments, the interested visitors were given
an understanding of the research and development activities

The former Federal Minister of Science and Research of

of the Fraunhofer scientists. The Fraunhofer Truck also

Austria was convinced by the concept revolving around the

stopped by for presenting the entire range of topics of the

issues of regenerative medicine and by the institute‘s positive

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft.

development since its foundation.
In the run-up to the event the Fraunhofer IZI, together with
By visiting the Fraunhofer IZI the Free State of Saxony
%

      )

/:   # # 

%

 $    # (    

#

contest. The best photographs were displayed within the

for the development of innovative technologies and their

framework of the Long Night of the Sciences and awarded by

economic implementation are given and further funding is to

the audience. The winning photograph shows dorsal spinal

be regarded as thoroughly sensible.

ganglia and decorates the title page of this year‘s report.
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Under the heading of “Immunotherapy: The Cutting Edge

The demographic change and the associated employees‘

 < % $ ' 

>       [ < 

Symposium was held in Leipzig from October 29 to 30,

health situation bring about a number of economic and
social challenges for the future.

2010. About 120 guests participated with 25 professional
presentations and 30 poster contributions.

Strategies and solutions for maintaining and restoring
employees‘ health, vitality and productivity were discussed

Discussed were, in particular, the therapeutic potentials in
    "%% 

  # %  #  

on November 4 and 5, 2010, within the framework of the
Fraunhofer Innovation Forum “Demography and Health

autoimmune diseases. Beside the application of stem cells,

Resources“. In a series of presentations and workshops there

immunotherapeutic strategies and approaches were also

was an interchange between renowned experts in economy,

extensively dealt with. Professor Hans-Joachim Stauss of the

science and politics on the aspects of health management.

UCL University College London, Great Britain, reported on

In his presentation, Professor Bert Rürup illustrated the value

treatment options for autoimmune diseases by means of

of health from an economic point of view. Professor Bernd

#   %  %%       %

Rebscher, executive board member of the DAK, elucidated

Schultze of the LIMES Institute in Bonn demonstrated the

  # 

      \ 

need for new biomarkers as a precondition for immuno-

%   #

    # #   

therapeutic strategies and Professor Ornella Parolini of

particular focus on the employers‘ responsibilities, not least

the Centro di Ricerca E. Menni, Italy, reported on placental

because health is an essential economic factor.

     
   



  %

   

  "%% 
 

  %

This year‘s forum is already the second event of this kind

posium was accompanied by an extensive industry exhibition

held at the Fraunhofer IZI and was organized in cooperation

in the spacious atrium of the Fraunhofer IZI.

with the European Association for Vitality and Active Ageing
(registered association), the German Association for Fitness

'    #        
       

%  

and Sports Therapy (registered association) and the DAK.

  # #    

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, the event again successfully took up

The highlight of the event was the ceremonial awarding

this concept.

of the Corporate Health Award to the PHOENIX CONTACT
Deutschland GmbH for outstanding commitment to its
employees‘ health.
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CONVENTIONS AND
CONFERENCES
103rd Annual Meeting of the German Society for Zoology (P)
September 17–20, 2010, Hamburg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------15th Leipzig Workshop “Cytomics and Stem Cells“ (P)
April 22–24, 2010, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------19th European Stroke Conference (P)
May 25–28, 2010, Barcelona, Spain
-----------------------------------------------------------1st World Forum on Cerebral Blood Flow Metabolism and Function (P)
October 18–20, 2010, Kyoto, Japan
-----------------------------------------------------------20th Annual Meeting of NECTAR (V)
November 25–27, 2010, Freiburg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------20th Annual Meeting of the German Society for Cytometry (V)
October 13–15, 2010, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------21st Meeting of the European Association for Cancer Research (V)
June 26–29, 2010, Oslo, Norway
-----------------------------------------------------------38th Annual Conference of the European Teratology Society (V)
September 5–8, 2010, Barcelona, Spain
-----------------------------------------------------------3rd International Congress on Stem Cells and Tissue Formation (V)
June 11–14, 2010, Dresden, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------40th Annual Meeting of the German Society for Immunology (P/V/C)
September 22–25, 2010, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------49th Annual Meeting of the German Society for Experimental and
Clinical Pharmacology and Toxicology (P)
March 11–13, 2010, Mainz, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------4th ESF Conference on Functional Genomics and Disease (P)
April 14–17, 2010, Dresden, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------4th European Congress of Virology (P)
April 7–11, 2010, Cernobbio, Lake Como, Italy
-----------------------------------------------------------57th Annual Meeting of the Association of the German Bee Research
Institutes (S)
March 23–25, 2010, Herne, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------6th Leipzig Veterinary Congress (S)
January 19–21, 2010, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------60th Annual Meeting of the American Society of Human Genetics (P)
November 2–6, 2010, Washington, D.C., USA
-----------------------------------------------------------61st Annual Conference “Reading, Literacy and Learning“ of the
International Dyslexia Association (P)
October 27–30, 2010, Phoenix, AZ, USA
-----------------------------------------------------------6th International Symposium on Neuroprotection and Neurorepair (P)
October 1–4, 2010, Rostock, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------7th World Stroke Congress (P)
October 13–16, 2010, Seoul, Korea
------------------------------------------------------------

8th Annual Meeting of the International Society for Stem Cell
Research (P)
June 16–19, 2010, San Francisco, CA, USA
-----------------------------------------------------------}  ?  $ #
% < )  "%%    < <<
2010 (V)
March 9–13, 2010, Munich, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------9th Leipzig Research Festival for Life Sciences 2010 (P)
December 17, 2010, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Annual Meeting of the German, Austrian and Swiss Societies for
Hematology and Oncology (V)
October 1–5, 2010, Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Annual Meeting of the German Pharmaceutical Society (P)
October 4–7, 2010, Braunschweig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Annual Meeting of the German Society of Gerontology and
Geriatrics (V)
September 15–16, 2010, Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------'  Y  #   % <      # /< ^  #
Investigator Award Competition (V)
March 27, 2010, Kopenhagen, Denmark
-----------------------------------------------------------Autumn Panel of the German Society for Regenerative Medicine (V)
November 12, 2010, Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Bavaria Innovative Cooperation Forum Biopharmaceuticals: Design –
Optimization – Production (P)
May 18, 2010, Benediktbeuern, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------BIO International Convention (I)
May 3–6, 2010, Chicago, IL, USA
-----------------------------------------------------------Biospine 3, 3rd International Congress Biotechnologies for Spinal
Surgery (V)
September 1–4, 2010, Amsterdam, Netherlands
-----------------------------------------------------------BIT‘s 3rd Annual Congress of Regenerative Medicine and Stem Cells
2010 (V)
December 5–7, 2010, Shanghai, China
-----------------------------------------------------------BLE Innovation Days (P)
October 6–7, 2010, Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------BMBF Challenge BioFuture, GO-Bio / Funding Institution Jülich (P/V)
January 26–27, 2010, Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------EMBL Symposia “The non-coding Genome“ (P)
October 13–16, 2010, Heidelberg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium 2010 (V/C/P)
October 29–30, 2010, Leipzig
-----------------------------------------------------------III. All-European Dyslexia Conference of the European Dyslexia
Association (V)
April 22–24, 2010, Brügge, Belgium
-----------------------------------------------------------Koranet Workshop (V)
November 8–9, 2010, Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------National Symposium for Zoonoses Research (S)
October 7–8, 2010, Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------PEGS Europe (P)
October 5–7, 2010, Hanover, Germany
------------------------------------------------------------
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TRM-Retreat 2010 (V/P)
October 8–9, 2010, Wittenberg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------UCR Symposium on Tobacco-Related Disease Research (V)
October 29, 2010, Riverside, CA, USA
-----------------------------------------------------------Workshop on Cardiac Physiology and Experimental Cardiolgy (V)
September 16–18, 2010, Rauischholzhausen, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------World Immune Regulation Meeting WIRM IV (P)
March 29–April 1, 2010, Davos, Schwitzerland

V = oral presentation
P = poster
C = chair
I = stand
S = others

PARTNERS
Research partners
Arizona State University, School of Life Sciences, Phoenix, AZ, USA
-----------------------------------------------------------Association CARDIO-MONDE, Laboratory of Biosurgical Research,
Paris, France
-----------------------------------------------------------Biomedical Primate Centre, Rijswijk, Netherlands
-----------------------------------------------------------Buck Institute for Research on Aging, Lunyak Lab, Novato, CA, USA
-----------------------------------------------------------Central Institute for Experimental Animals, Kawasaki, Kanagawa,
Japan
-----------------------------------------------------------Charité – Campus Benjamin Franklin | Charité – Campus Mitte
(Clinic 2), Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Ernst Moritz Arndt University of Greifswald, Greifswald, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Fraunhofer Institute for Interfacial Engineering and Biotechnology
IGB, Stuttgart, Germany
------------------------------------------------------------
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Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing Engineering and Automation
IPA, Stuttgart, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing Technology and Advanced
Materials – Adhesive Bonding Technology and Surfaces IFAM,
Bremen, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Fraunhofer Institute for Mechanics of Materials IWM, Halle / Saale,
Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Fraunhofer Institute for Production Technology IPA, Aachen, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Fraunhofer Institute for Reliability and Microintegration IZM, Berlin,
Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Freie Universität Berlin (Free University of Berlin), Department of
Veterinary Medicine, Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Faculty of Biology and Pharmacy,
Institute of Nutrition, Jena, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------German Heart Institute Berlin (DHZB), Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium
-----------------------------------------------------------Giessen University, Giessen, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Helmholtz Center for Environmental Research UFZ, Department
Proteomics | Department Environmental Immunology | Department
Environmental Microbiology, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Helmholtz Centre for Infection Research, Non Earmarked Research
Directed Evolution, Braunschweig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Helmholtz Zentrum München (Helmholtz Center Munich) –
German Research Center for Environmental Health, Institute for
Epidemiology, Munich, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Heart Center Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Imperial College London, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Department of
Mathematics, London, UK
-----------------------------------------------------------Institut de Recerca de l’Hospital Santa Creu i Sant Pau, Barcelona,
Spain
-----------------------------------------------------------  :   K   $    $   ^      
Psychotherapy, Jena, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Johann Wolfgang Goethe University, University Hospital, Frankfurt /
Main, Germany
------------------------------------------------------------

SCIENTIFIC PRESENCE

Julius-Maximilians University, Institute for Virology and Immunobiology, Würzburg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Karolinska Institutet, Department of Medicine, Solna, Sweden
-----------------------------------------------------------Klinikum St. Georg gGmbH, akademisches Lehrkrankenhaus der
Universität Leipzig (University Teaching Hospital St. Georg Leipzig) |
Robert Koch Clinic, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Ludwig Maximilians University Munich, Faculty for Veterinary
Medicine, Munich, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Maastricht University, Maastricht, Netherlands
-----------------------------------------------------------Martin Luther University Halle-Wittenberg, Faculty of Natural Sciences I – Biomedical Sciences, Institute for Biology, Division of Genetics,
Halle / Saale, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Department of
Evolutionary Genetics, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Max Planck Institute for Infection Biology, RNA Biology, Berlin,
Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Max Planck Institute of Psychiatry, RG Müller-Myhsok: Statistical
Genetics, Munich, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------National Research Council (CNR), Institute for chemical and physical
processes, Pisa, Italy
-----------------------------------------------------------North East England Stem Cell Institute NESCI, Newcastle, UK
-----------------------------------------------------------Norwegian Radium Hospital Oslo, Dept. of Genetics, Oslo, Norway
-----------------------------------------------------------Otto-von-Guericke University Magdeburg, Magdeburg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Polish Academy of Sciences, Centre for Molecular and
Macromolecular Studies, Department of Engineering of Polymer
Y  ¦¨©   
-----------------------------------------------------------Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre, Experimental Urology,
Nijmegen, Netherlands
-----------------------------------------------------------Saarland University Hospital and Saarland University Faculty of Medcine, Homburg / Saar, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Sabel-Schüler-Zentrum (Sabel Pupil Center), Markkleeberg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Sächsisches Landesamt für Umwelt, Landwirtschaft und Geologie
[:[ <! <   ]   /  %  '#  
Geology), Dresden, Germany
------------------------------------------------------------

Salk Institute for Biological Studies, San Diego, CA, USA
-----------------------------------------------------------Shanghai Institutes for Biological Science, MPG-CAS Partner Institute,
Shanghai, China
-----------------------------------------------------------Southern Medical University China, South Genomics Research
Center, Guangzhou, China
-----------------------------------------------------------St. Elisabeth Krankenhaus Leipzig, Akademisches Lehrkrankenhaus
der Universität Leipzig (St. Elisabeth University Teaching Hospital
Leipzig), Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Stanford University, Stanfort, CA, USA
-----------------------------------------------------------Technische Universität Braunschweig (Technical University Braunschweig), Department of Life Scineces, Institute for Biochemistry and
Biotechnology, Braunschweig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------The Royal College of Surgeons of England, London, UK
----------------------------------------------------------- :    < < :£
-----------------------------------------------------------Universidad Politécnica de Valencia, Valencia, Spain
-----------------------------------------------------------Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Complex Systems Lab, Barcelona, Spain
-----------------------------------------------------------:   % [  ¨  \  \  #  #
Center, Institut Quimic de Sarria, Barcelona, Spain
-----------------------------------------------------------Universität Regensburg (University of Regensburg), Faculty of
Medicine, Regensburg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Universitätsklinikum Bonn (University Hospital Bonn), Biomedical
Center, Institute for Human Genetics, Bonn, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Universitätsklinikum Freiburg (University Hospital Freiburg), Neuro
Center, Stereotactic Neurosurgery, Freiburg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Universitätsklinikum Leipzig AöR (University Hospital Leipzig), Institute for Clinical Immunology and Transfusion Medicine | Institute
for Medical Microbiology and Infection Epidemiology | Clinic for
Radiation Therapy and Radio Onkology | Clinic for Urology |
Medical Experimental Center | Independant Department for Hematology, Medical Onkology und Hemostaseology, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Universitätsklinikum Rostock AÖR (University Hospital Rostock), Clinic
for Radiation Therapy, Rostock, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Université Victor Segalen Bordeaux 2, Bordeaux Cedex, France
-----------------------------------------------------------University Hospital Carl Gustav Carus Dresden, Dresden, Germany
------------------------------------------------------------
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University Medical Center Schleswig-Holstein, Kiel / Lübeck, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------University of California Riverside, College for Natural and Agricultural
Sciences, Riverside, CA, USA
-----------------------------------------------------------University of Duisburg-Essen, Institute for Hygiene and Industrial
Medicine, Essen, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------University of Gondar, Faculty of Medicine, Gondar, Ethiopia
-----------------------------------------------------------University of Hamburg, Center for Bioinformatics, Hamburg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------University of Leipzig | Center for Biotechnology and Biomedicine |
Faculty of Biosciences, Pharmacy and Psychology, Institute for
Pharmacy | Faculty of Mathematics and Informatics | Institute for
Anatomy | Institute for Medical Informatics, Statistics and Epidemiology (IMISE) | Institute for Virology | Faculty of Medicine | Institute
for Biochemistry | Institute for Pharmacy, Chair in Pharmaceutical
Technology | Translational Center for Regenerative Medicine (TRM) |
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------University of Münster, Münster, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------University of Padova, Padova, Italy
-----------------------------------------------------------University of Queensland, Institute for Molecular Bioscience, St Lucia,
Brisbane, Australia
-----------------------------------------------------------University of Rostock, Faculty of Medicine, Rostock, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------University of Salzburg, Priority Programme BioScience and Health,
Salzburg, Austria
-----------------------------------------------------------University of Worcester, Worcester, UK
-----------------------------------------------------------University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland
-----------------------------------------------------------?) )  ¡ /¡ %K K   ¡ /¡ $ 
Orthopedy of the University Hospital, Faculty of Medicine, Friedrich
Schiller University Jena, Jena, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Washington University, St. Louis, MO, USA
-----------------------------------------------------------Weizmann Institute of Science, Department of Molecular Genetics,
Rehovot, Israel
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Industry partners
ACOMED Statistik, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------'%   ' K# % 
-----------------------------------------------------------AID Diagnostika GmbH, Straßberg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------AIT Austrian Institute of Technology GmbH, Vienna, Austria
-----------------------------------------------------------AJ Roboscreen GmbH, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Alcyomics Ltd., Newcastle, UK
-----------------------------------------------------------AVISO GmbH, Jena, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Biotectid GmbH, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------blue-drugs GmbH, Frankfurt / Main, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Bombastus Werke AG, Freital, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Bruker Daltonik Gmbh, Bremen, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Bundesinstitut für Risikobewertung, Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Cellserve GmbH, Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH, USA
-----------------------------------------------------------Compart Umwelttechnik GmbH, Weißenfels, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------CREASPINE, Pessac, France
-----------------------------------------------------------CREAVAC – Creative Vakuumbeschichtung GmbH, Dresden, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------CSF Therapeutics, Cleveland, OH, USA
-----------------------------------------------------------Cytori Therapeutics Inc., San Diego, CA, USA
-----------------------------------------------------------DASGIP AG, Jülich, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------DICE GmbH & Co KG, Linz, Austria
-----------------------------------------------------------DMG Dental Material Gesellschaft mbH, Hamburg, Germany
----------------------------------------------------------- % <  ) ( ! «   #    
Psychotherapeutische Medizin, Annaberg-Buchholz, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------emergentec biodevelopment GmbH, Vienna, Austria
-----------------------------------------------------------Epiontis GmbH, Berlin, Germany
------------------------------------------------------------

SCIENTIFIC PRESENCE

Euroderm AG, Baden-Dättwil, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Forschungsinstitut Angewandte Neurowissenschaften FAN GmbH,
Magdeburg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Frankfurter Stiftung für krebskranke Kinder, Frankfurt / Main, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------FrimTec GmbH, Oberostendorf / Lengenfeld, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Generic Assays GmbH, Dahlewitz / Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Genetic Immunity Kft., Budapest, Hungary
-----------------------------------------------------------Geräte- und Vorrichtungsbau Spitzner OHG, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------GESA Automation GmbH, Teuchern, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Guangzhou Gendustry Inc., Guangzhou, China
-----------------------------------------------------------Höft, Wessel & Dr. Dreßler GmbH, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------InnovaStem GmbH, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Institut für Mikrotechnik Mainz GmbH, Mainz, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Institut für Systemisch-Integrative Lerntherapie, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------ISCONOVA A.B., Uppsala, Sweden
-----------------------------------------------------------Kapelan Bio-Imaging GmbH, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------KET GmbH, Liegau-Augustusbad, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Labor Dr. Reising-Ackermann und Kollegen, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------[ (    « ]"¬ % ( # [(# % 
-----------------------------------------------------------Magna Diagnostics GmbH, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Masterrind GmbH, Verden, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------% " $<  %K   % 
-----------------------------------------------------------Mologen AG, Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------North East England Stem Cell Institute NESCI, Newcastle, UK
-----------------------------------------------------------Novartis International AG, Friedrich Miescher Institute for Biomedical
Research (FMI), Basel, Switzerland
-----------------------------------------------------------Novartis Pharma GmbH, Nuremberg, Germany
------------------------------------------------------------

NUVO Research GmbH, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------ÖHMI Analytik GmbH, Magdeburg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------pluriSelect GmbH, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Pluristem Therapeutics Inc., Haifa, Israel
-----------------------------------------------------------Praxis PD Dr. Gerhard Hoheisel, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Prima BioMed Ltd., Melbourne, Australia
-----------------------------------------------------------RESprotect GmbH, Dresden, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Serumwerke Bernburg AG, Bernburg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Siemens AG Corporate Technologies, Munich, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Urologische und Dermatologische Arztpraxis Dr. med. Matthias
Schulze und Dr. med. Ina Schulze, Markkleeberg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Vakzine Projekt Management GmbH, Hanover, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------VITA 34 AG, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------WITTENSTEIN AG, Igersheim, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------ZEDIRA GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany

QUALIFICATION
Internal advanced vocational training
English course
-----------------------------------------------------------Fundamentals of statistics
-----------------------------------------------------------GLP training, QS / GLP testing facility
-----------------------------------------------------------PhD seminar
-----------------------------------------------------------QM for high-throughput genotyping
-----------------------------------------------------------Systematic performance evaluation / target agreement
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External advanced vocational training
Biomedical Basis of Disease
University of Leipzig, Translational Center for Regenerative Medicine
TRM, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Compact seminar Tissue Law
University of Leipzig, Translational Center for Regenerative Medicine
TRM, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Course Bone Marrow Cytology
University of Leipzig, Faculty of Medicine, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Course Microsurgery
Berliner Kompaktkurse (Berlin Compact Courses), Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Demands on risk management and biological safety of cell-based
products
University of Leipzig, Translational Center for Regenerative Medicine
TRM, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------EMBO Practical Course on Computational RNA Biology
EMBO, University of Tübingen, Cargèse, Corsica
-----------------------------------------------------------GLP Introduction
University of Leipzig, Translational Center for Regenerative Medicine
TRM, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------GMP for Beginners
European Compliance Acadamy, Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------GMP Introduction
University of Leipzig, Translational Center for Regenerative Medicine
TRM, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Isolation of regulatory macrophages (TAIZ)
Clinic for Applied Cell Therapy, Kiel, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Management training
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, Berlin, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Mesenchymal stem cells – Application in Cell Therapy, Tissue Engineering and in situ Regeneration
University of Leipzig, Translational Center for Regenerative Medicine
TRM, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------OSHO Autumn Convention
University of Leipzig, Faculty of Medicine / OSHO, Wörlitz, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------OSHO Spring Convention
University of Leipzig, Faculty of Medicine / OSHO, Wörlitz, Germany
------------------------------------------------------------
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Residency Internal Medicine
Universitätsklinikum Leipzig AöR (University Hospital Leipzig),
Independant Department for Hematology, Medical Onkology und
Hemostaseology, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Seminar “Cell-based Assays“
Promega GmbH, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Transduction of hematopoietic cells
Julius-Maximilians University Würzburg, Institute for Virology and
Immune Biology, Würzburg, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------  
    
University of Leipzig, Translational Center for Regenerative Medicine
TRM, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------University lecturer training
University of Leipzig, Faculty of Medicine, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Work group seminar Neurobiology
University of Leipzig, Faculty of Biosciences, Pharmacy and Psychology, Institute for Biology II, Leipzig, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Workshop Immunohistochemistry
DCS Innovative Diagnostik-Systeme, Fulda, Germany
-----------------------------------------------------------Workshop Sequencing
EuroGene GmbH, Leipzig, Germany

Teaching activities
EuroGene GmbH, Leipzig, Germany:
Biochemistry (V)
-----------------------------------------------------------University of Leipzig, Germany:
Acute Leukemias (K)
Ageing of stem cells derived from fat (V)
Bioinformatic analysis of high-throughput data (V)
Bioinformatics (P)
Biotechnology for Veterinarians (K/S/V)
Emergency medicine (POL)
Genetic basis of dyslexia (V)
Hybridoma cell culture technique for generating monoclonal antibodies (V)
Immunology (K/V/S/P)
Introduction Clinical Medicine (K)
Introduction Immunology (V)
Lymphomas (K)
Medical biotechnology (V)
Problem-oriented learning in medicine (POL)
Regenerative medicine (V)
Sequence analysis and genomics (V/S)

SCIENTIFIC PRESENCE

Telomeres and ageing (S)
Tissue typing (S)
Transfusion medicine (S)
-----------------------------------------------------------University of California Riverside, CA, USA:
Cell Biology (V)
Stem Cell Biology (V)
Stem Cell Biology and Medicine (V)
-----------------------------------------------------------\] $^ [/ # Y  # [<  [(# % 
Y "   %#      % <
-----------------------------------------------------------Flensburg University of Applied Sciences, Flensburg, Germany:
Lab-on-a-chip – Adoption in molecular diagnostics: Molecular diagnostics in mini format (V)

V = lecture or student trainng
and teaching
S = seminar
P = practical training
K = course
POL = problem-based learning

EVALUATOR ACTIVITIES AND ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIPS
Evaluator activities
American Journal of Physiology
Dr. Alexander Deten
-----------------------------------------------------------American Journal of Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Analytical Chemistry Insights
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Annals of Rheumatic Diseases
Prof. Ulrich Sack
------------------------------------------------------------

Behavior Genetics
Arndt Wilcke
-----------------------------------------------------------Bioinformatics
Dr. Jörg Hackermüller
-----------------------------------------------------------BMC Bioinformatics
Dr. Jörg Hackermüller
-----------------------------------------------------------BMC Cell Biology
Prof. Nicole zur Nieden
-----------------------------------------------------------BMC Medical Genetics
Holger Kirsten
-----------------------------------------------------------Canadian Institutes of Health Research
Dr. Alexandra Stolzing (Referee)
-----------------------------------------------------------Cardiovascular Research
Dr. Alexander Deten
-----------------------------------------------------------Cell Proliferation
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Cellular and Molecular Life Sciences
Dr. Alexander Deten
Prof. Frank Emmrich (Advisory Board)
Prof. Nicole zur Nieden
-----------------------------------------------------------Circulation
Dr. Alexander Deten
-----------------------------------------------------------Clinical and Experimantal Rheumatology
Prof. Nicole zur Nieden
-----------------------------------------------------------Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Clinical Chemistry
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Cytometry A
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Cytotherapy
Daniel-Christoph Wagner
-----------------------------------------------------------Deutsche Akkreditierungsstelle (DAkkS) (German Accreditation Body)
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift (German Medical Weekly Paper)
Prof. Ulrich Sack
------------------------------------------------------------
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Disease Markers and Cancer Biomarkers
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Engineering in Life Sciences
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------European Heart Journal
Dr. Alexander Deten
-----------------------------------------------------------Experimental Neurology
Daniel-Christoph Wagner
-----------------------------------------------------------Future Drugs – Expert Reviews Vaccines
Dr. Jörg Lehmann
-----------------------------------------------------------German Medical Science
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------    '   #   Y 
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Journal of Biophotonics
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Journal of Molecular Medicine
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Journal of Orthopedic Research
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Journal of Rheumatology
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Life Sciences
Prof. Nicole zur Nieden
-----------------------------------------------------------Lung Cancer
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Nature Protocols
Prof. Nicole zur Nieden
-----------------------------------------------------------Neurobiology of Aging
Daniel-Christoph Wagner
-----------------------------------------------------------Neurochemistry
Daniel-Christoph Wagner
-----------------------------------------------------------Osteoarthritis and Cartilage
Prof. Ulrich Sack
------------------------------------------------------------
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Pathobiology
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------<\  <% 
\  %  #
Dr. Jörg Hackermüller
-----------------------------------------------------------Respiratory Medicine
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Rheumatology International
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Rheumatology
Holger Kirsten
-----------------------------------------------------------Stem Cells
Prof. Nicole zur Nieden
-----------------------------------------------------------The Open Veterinary Science Journal
Dr. Jörg Lehmann (Editorial Board)
-----------------------------------------------------------Tissue Antigens
Holger Kirsten
-----------------------------------------------------------Tissue Engineering
Prof. Nicole zur Nieden
-----------------------------------------------------------Transfusion Medicine and Hemotherapy
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------Veterinary Immunology and Immunopathology
Dr. Jörg Lehmann
-----------------------------------------------------------Zeitschrift für Regenerative Medizin (Magazine for Regenerative
Medicine)
Prof. Frank Emmrich
-----------------------------------------------------------Zentralstelle der Länder für Gesundheitsschutz bei Arzneimitteln und
Medizinprodukten (Central Authority of the Länder for Health Protection with regard to Medicinal Products and Medical Devices)
Prof. Ulrich Sack

Association memberships
American Heart Assiciation
Dr. Alexander Deten
-----------------------------------------------------------American Society for Cell Biology
Prof. Nicole zur Nieden
------------------------------------------------------------

SCIENTIFIC PRESENCE

Arbeitskreis experimentelle Stammzelltransplantation (Study-group
for Experimental Stem Cell Transplantation)
Dr. Stephan Fricke
-----------------------------------------------------------Association for the Advancement of Immune Diagnostics e. V. (GfID)
Prof. Ulrich Sack (Board of Directors)
-----------------------------------------------------------BioSaxony e. V.
Dr. Christian Zilch
-----------------------------------------------------------Deutsche Gesellschaft für Zoologie (German Society for Zoology)
Dr. Gustavo Rodrigues Makert dos Santos
-----------------------------------------------------------European Autoimmunity Standardization Initiative (EASI)
Prof. Ulrich Sack (Board of Directors)
-----------------------------------------------------------European Molecular Biology Laboratory Alumni Association
Dr. Sebastian Ulbert
-----------------------------------------------------------European Society for Clinical Call Analysis (ESCCA)
Prof. Ulrich Sack (Board of Directors)
-----------------------------------------------------------European Society for Virology
Dr. Sebastian Ulbert
-----------------------------------------------------------Freunde der Veterinärmedizinischen Fakultät der Universität
Leipzig e. V. (Friends of Veterinary Medicine Faculty of the University
of Leipzig)
Dr. Jörg Lehmann
-----------------------------------------------------------German Association of University Professors and Lecturers
Dr. Alexander Deten
-----------------------------------------------------------German Cardiac Society
Dr. Alexander Deten
-----------------------------------------------------------German Society for Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine
(DGKL)
Prof. Ulrich Sack
-----------------------------------------------------------German Society for Immunology (DGfI)
Prof. Frank Emmrich
Dr. Stephan Fricke
Dipl.-Biol. Christiane Füldner
Franziska Lange
Dr. Jörg Lehmann
Prof. Ulrich Sack (Delegate)
-----------------------------------------------------------German Society for Regenerative Medicine e. V.
Prof. Frank Emmrich
Dr. Stephan Fricke
Prof. Nicole zur Nieden
 '!  < ( # <  \ 
------------------------------------------------------------

German Society of Gerontology and Geriatrics
Dr. Alexandra Stolzing (Deputy Head of Section)
-----------------------------------------------------------German Society of Physiology
Dr. Alexander Deten
-----------------------------------------------------------Gesellschaft Deutscher Chemiker e. V., German Chemical Society
(GDCh)
Dr. Michael Szardenings
-----------------------------------------------------------Gesellschaft für Versuchstierkunde (GV-SOLAS) (Society for Laboratoy
Animals)
Dr. Jörg Lehmann
-----------------------------------------------------------Gesellschaft für Virologie e. V. (Society for Virology)
Dr. Sebastian Ulbert
-----------------------------------------------------------GLP-Kommission (GLP Committee)
Prof. Ulrich Sack (Chairman)
-----------------------------------------------------------International Society for Heart Research
Dr. Alexander Deten
-----------------------------------------------------------International Society for Stem Cell Research (ISSCR)
Dorota Kaniowska
Prof. Nicole zur Nieden
-----------------------------------------------------------National Research Platform for Zoonoses
Dr. Sebastian Ulbert
-----------------------------------------------------------Netzwerk Molekulare Bildgebung (Network Molecular Imaging)
Dr. Christian Zilch
-----------------------------------------------------------REGENERATE, EEIG
Prof. Nicole zur Nieden
-----------------------------------------------------------Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (GBM)
Dr. Michael Szardenings
-----------------------------------------------------------Society for Neuroscience
Teresa von Geymüller
Alexander Kranz
Björn Nitzsche
Daniel-Christoph Wagner
Vilia Zeisig
-----------------------------------------------------------The RNA Society
Dr. Jörg Hackermüller
-----------------------------------------------------------Zentrale Tierschutzkommission der Landesdirektion Leipzig
(Cental Committee for Animal Protection, Directorate Leipzig)
Dr. Jörg Lehmann
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PRIZES
3rd prize in the Stem Cell Imaging Contest of the University of
California Riverside for Prof. Nicole zur Nieden of the Stem Cell
Technology Unit on the topic “Neural differentiation of embryonic
stem cells“
-----------------------------------------------------------Award “Selected Location in the Land of Ideas“ by the Federal
Government for Dr. Wilhelm Gerdes of the Project Service Team on
the topic “BioCity Campus“
-----------------------------------------------------------Award “Selected Location in the Land of Ideas“ by the Federal
Government for Dr. Christian Zilch of the Nanotechnology Unit on
the topic “Innovation with economic potential for Leipzig: Magnetic
Infection Diagnostics“
-----------------------------------------------------------Doctoral fellowship of the German National Academic Foundation
(Studienstiftung des Deutschen Volkes) for Christiane Füldner of the
Cell Engineering GLP Unit for professional excellence
-----------------------------------------------------------Doctoral fellowship of the Manchot Foundation for Christiane
Füldner of the Cell Technology GLP Unit for the outstanding topic
and the concept of the doctoral thesis “Immune Modulation by
Xenobiotics“
-----------------------------------------------------------       :    [(#      ]) ski of the Neuro- / Cardiorepair Unit for professional excellence
-----------------------------------------------------------“EACR Presidential Session Research Award“ by the European Association for Cancer Research for Dr. Kristin Reiche of the RNomics Unit
on the topic “Long ncRNAs in mammacarcinoma“
-----------------------------------------------------------Excellence bonus from the Fraunhofer Society for Dr. Sebastian Ulbert
of the Vaccine Technologies Unit for the acquisition of the EU project
“West Nile Integrated Shield Project“
-----------------------------------------------------------“Formula 1 Fellowship“ of the University of Leipzig for Katharina
<
   % :      & >  
  
stem cell-associated biomarkers on the non-protein-coding RNA
level“
-----------------------------------------------------------Postdoctoral fellowship of the Translational Center for Regenerative
Medicine TRM for Dorota Kaniowska of the Stem Cell Technology
Unit on the topic “Osteogenic miRNAs“
-----------------------------------------------------------Poster award from the German Society for Immunology (DGfI) for Dr.
Stephan Fricke of the Immune Tolerance Unit on the topic “Scoring
System, Immunotolerance / Anti-CD4“
------------------------------------------------------------
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Research bonus from the AVISO GmbH for Katharina Zoldan of the
Cell Technology GLP Unit for her outstanding diploma thesis “Application Development CellCelector“
-----------------------------------------------------------        %# <  % #  %  
was Prof. Nicole zur Nieden of the Stem Cell Technology Unit on the
topic “Osteogenic miRNAs“
-----------------------------------------------------------Travel Award for the best abstract of the International Society for
Stem Cell Research for Dorota Kaniowska of the Stem Cell Technology Unit on the topic “Osteogenic miRNAs“

PUBLICATIONS
p   
Al-Robaiy S, Dihazi H, Kacza J, Seeger J, Schiller J, Huster D,
Knauer J, Straubinger RK.
Metamorphosis of Borrelia burgdorferi organisms – RNA, lipid and
protein composition in context with the spirochetes’ shape.
Journal of Basic Microbiology. 50 (2010), Sup. 1, S. 5–17.
-----------------------------------------------------------Amemiya CT, Powers TP, Prohaska SJ, Grimwood J, Schmutz J,
Dickson M, Miyake T, Schoenborn MA, Myers R, Ruddle FH,
Stadler PF.
Complete HOX cluster characterization of the coelacanth provides
further evidence for slow evolution of its genome.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United
States of America. 107 (2010), 8, S. 3622–3627.
-----------------------------------------------------------Arnold C, Stadler PF.
  % #  %    Y!%  #  % 
phylogenetic targeting on arbitrary trees.
Algorithms for molecular biology. 5 (2010), 25, 10 S.
DOI 10.1186/1748-7188-5-25
-----------------------------------------------------------Bermudez-Santana C, Attolini CSO, Kirsten T, Engelhardt J,
Prohaska SJ, Steigele S, Stadler PF.
Genomic organization of eukaryotic tRNAs.
BMC genomics. 11 (2010), 270, 14 S.
DOI 10.1186/1471-2164-11-270
-----------------------------------------------------------Boria I, Gruber A, Tanzer A, Bernhart SH, Lorenz R, Müller MM,
Hofacker IL, Stadler PF.
%  '  %  #     ^ '
Journal of molecular evolution. 70 (2010), 4, S. 346–358.
------------------------------------------------------------

SCIENTIFIC PRESENCE

Chung NP, Breun SK, Bashirova A, Baumann JG, Martin TD,
Karamchandani JM, Rausch JW, Le Grice SF, Wu L, Carrington M,
Kewalramani VN.
K_  %      $'Y`# #
nonintegrin (DC-SIGN) is regulated by determinants in the carbohydrate recognition domain that are absent in liver/lymph node-SIGN
(L-SIGN).
J Biol Chem. 285 (2010), 3, S. 2100–2112.
-----------------------------------------------------------Dienelt A, zur Nieden NI.
Hyperglycemia impairs skeletogenesis from embryonic stem cells by
affecting osteoblast and osteoclast differentiation.
Stem Cells Dev. 2010 Nov 30 [Epub ahead of print].
DOI 10.1089/scd.2010.025
-----------------------------------------------------------Fasold M, Stadler PF, Binder H.
G-stack modulated probe intensities on expression arrays – sequence
corrections and signal calibration.
BMC bioinformatics. 11 (2010), 207, 24 S.
DOI 10.1186/1471-2105-11-207
-----------------------------------------------------------Findeiß S, Schmidtke C, Stadler PF, Bonas U.
A novel family of plasmid-transferred anti-sense ncRNAs.
RNA biology. 7 (2010), 2, S. 120–124.
DOI 10.4161/rna.7.2.11184
-----------------------------------------------------------Fricke S, Fricke C, Oelkrug C, Hilger N, Schönfelder U, Kamprad M,
Lehmann J, Boltze J, Emmrich F, Sack U.
Characterization of murine non-adherent bone marrow cells leading
to recovery of endogenous hematopoiesis.
Cell Mol Life Sci. 67 (2010), 23, S. 4095–4106.
-----------------------------------------------------------Fricke S, Fricke C, Schimmelpfennig C, Oelkrug C, Schönfelder U,
Blatz R, Zilch C, Faber S, Hilger N, Ruhnke M, Rodloff AC.
A real-time PCR assay for the differentiation of Candida species.
J Appl Microbiol. 109 (2010), 4, S 1150–1158.
-----------------------------------------------------------Gessner C, Rechner B, Hammerschmidt S, Kuhn H, Hoheisel G, Sack
U, Ruschpler P, Wirtz H.
Angiogenic markers in breath condensate identify non-small cell lung
cancer.
Lung Cancer, 68 (2010), 2, S. 177–184.
-----------------------------------------------------------Gorr TA, Wichmann D, Hu J, Hermes-Lima M, Welker AF,
Terwilliger N, Wren JF, Viney M, Morris S, Nilsson GE, Deten A,
Soliz J, Gassmann M.
Hypoxia tolerance in animals: biology and application.
Physiol Biochem Zool, 83 (2010), 5, S. 733–52.
-----------------------------------------------------------K% ^ \) %  ?%  ' /< ' £# 
Conrad K, Sack U.
Interleukin-17-producing T helper cells in autoimmunity.
Autoimmunity Reviews, 9 (2010), 11, S. 785–792.
------------------------------------------------------------

Hinz D, Simon JC, Maier-Simon C, Milkova L, Röder S, Sack U,
Borte M, Lehmann I, Herberth G.
Reduced maternal regulatory T cell numbers and increased T helper
type 2 cytokine production are associated with elevated levels of
immunoglobulin E in cord blood.
Clinical and Experimental Allergy. 40 (2010), 3, S. 419–426.
-----------------------------------------------------------K )  %% $ K  $ ?  # Y <% 
Stadler PF.
BarMap: RNA folding on dynamic energy landscapes
RNA. 16 (2010), 7, S. 1308–1316.
-----------------------------------------------------------Huang FWD, Qin J, Reidys CM, Stadler PF.
Target prediction and a statistical sampling algorithm for RNA-RNA
interaction.
Bioinformatics. 26 (2010), 2, S. 175–181.
-----------------------------------------------------------Kranz A, Wagner DC, Kamprad M, Scholz M, Schmidt UR, Nitzsche F,
Aberman Z, Emmrich F, Riegelsberger UM, Boltze J.
Transplantation of placenta-derived mesenchymal stromal cells upon
experimental stroke in rats.
Brain Res, 1315 (2010), S. 128–36.
-----------------------------------------------------------Lehmann J, Stadler PF, Eisenhardt C, Krauss V.
Some novel intron positions in conserved Drosophila genes are
caused by intron sliding or tandem duplication.
BMC evolutionary biology. 10 (2010), 156, 15 S.
DOI 10.1186/1471-2148-10-156
-----------------------------------------------------------Lindner I. et al.
alpha 2-Macroglobulin Inhibits the Malignant Properties of
Astrocytoma Cells by Impeding beta-Catenin Signaling.
Cancer Research, v. 70 (2010), no. 1, p. 277–287.
-----------------------------------------------------------Marz M, Vanzo N, Stadler PF.
Temperature-dependent structural variability of RNAs: spliced leader
RNAs and their evolutionary history.
Journal of bioinformatics and computational biology. 8 (2010), 1,
S. 1–17.
-----------------------------------------------------------Mühle A, Mühle C, Amann K, Dötsch J, Nüsken KD, Boltze J,
Schneider H.
No juvenile arterial hypertension in sheep multiples despite reduced
nephron numbers.
Pediatr Nephrol. 25 (2010), 9, S. 1653–61.
-----------------------------------------------------------Müller M, Lutter D, Püschel AW.
Persistence of the cell-cycle checkpoint kinase Wee1 in SadA- and
<\
        
J Cell Sci. 123 (2010), Pt 2, S. 286–94.
------------------------------------------------------------
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Perseke M, Bernhard D, Fritzsch G, Brümmer F, Stadler PF,
Schlegel M.
Mitochondrial genome evolution in Ophiuroidea, Echinoidea,
and Holothuroidea: insights in phylogenetic relationships of
Echinodermata.
Molecular phylogenetics and evolution. 56 (2010), 1, S. 201–211.
-----------------------------------------------------------Prohaska SJ, Stadler PF, Krakauer DC.
Innovation in gene regulation: the case of chromatin computation.
Journal of theoretical biology. 265 (2010), 1, S. 27–44.
-----------------------------------------------------------Riester M, Stadler PF, Klemm K.
Reconstruction of pedigrees in clonal plant populations.
Theoretical population biology. 78 (2010), 2, S. 109–117.
-----------------------------------------------------------Rupf S, Lehmann A, Hannig M, Schafer B, Schubert A,
Feldmann U, Schindler A.
Killing of adherent microbes by a non-thermal atmospheric
plasma jet.
J Med Microbiol. 59 (2010), Pt 2, S. 206–12.
-----------------------------------------------------------Schneeweiss A, Buyens K, Giese M, Sanders N, Ulbert S.
Synergistic effects between natural histone mixtures and
polyethylenimine in non-viral gene delivery in vitro.
Int J Pharm. 400 (2010), 1–2, S. 86–95.
-----------------------------------------------------------Sharma C, Hoffmann S, Darfeuille F, Reignier J, Findeiß S, Sittka A,
Chabas S, Reiche K, Hackermüller J, Reinhardt R, Stadler PF, Vogel J.
The primary transcriptome of the major human pathogen
Helicobacter pylori.
Nature. 464 (2010), 7286, S. 250–255.
-----------------------------------------------------------Stadler BM, Stadler PF.
$ %               
landscapes.
Journal of mathematical biology. 61 (2010), 6, S. 877–898.
-----------------------------------------------------------Stolzing A, Sellers D, Llewelyn O, Scutt A.
Diabetes induced changes in rat mesenchymal stem cells.
Cells Tissues Organs. 191 (2010), 6, S. 453–65.
-----------------------------------------------------------Tafer H, Kehr S, Hertel J, Hofacker IL, Stadler PF.
'
   #     K'$'  '
Bioinformatics. 26 (2010), 5, S. 610–616.
-----------------------------------------------------------   £ (  (   ? ^/ £  Y< Y  
Rancourt DE.
       %  %   %  
stirred suspension bioreactors.
Stem Cells Dev. 19 (2010), 7, S. 989–998.
------------------------------------------------------------
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Tessema B, Biadglegne F, Mulu A, Getachew A, Emmrich F, Sack U.
Magnitude and determinants of nonadherence and nonreadiness
to highly active antiretroviral therapy among people living with HIV/
AIDS in Northwest Ethiopia: a cross-sectional study.
AIDS research and therapy, 7 (2010), 2, 8 S.
DOI 10.1186/1742-6405-7-2
-----------------------------------------------------------% \ ^%  £ ' '% ' Y ' /%% 
Sack U.
Seroprevalence of HIV, HBV, HCV and syphilis infections among blood
donors at Gondar University Teaching Hospital, Northwest Ethiopia:
  #         
BMC Infectious Diseases, 10 (2010), 111, 7 S.
DOI 10.1186/1471-2334-10-111.
-----------------------------------------------------------^) $ £  $  < #   % \ [  '
Sandica E, Steinhoff G.
Acute and chronic response of the right ventricle to surgically induced pressure and volume overload--an analysis of pressure-volume
relations.
Interact Cardiovasc Thorac Surg. 10 (2010), 4, S. 519–25.
-----------------------------------------------------------zur Nieden NI, Baumgartner L.
Assessing developmental osteotoxicity of chlorides in the embryonic
stem cell test.
Reprod Toxicol. 30 (2010), 2, S. 277–283.
-----------------------------------------------------------zur Nieden NI, Davis LA, Rancourt DE.
Comparing three novel endpoints for developmental osteotoxicity in
the embryonic stem cell test.
Toxicol Appl Pharmacol. 247 (2010), 2, S. 91–97.
-----------------------------------------------------------zur Nieden NI, Davis LA, Rancourt DE.
Monolayer cultivation of osteoprogenitors shortens duration of the
embryonic stem cell test while reliably predicting developmental
osteotoxicity.
Toxicology.277 (2010), 1–3, S. 66–73.

]B  
Baumgartner L, Trettner S, Savkovic V, Martin C, zur Nieden NI.
Stem cells and their use in skeletal tissue repair.
In: Appasani K, Appasani RK (eds): Stem cells & regenerative
medicine : from molecular embryology to tissue engineering,
Springer, Humana, 2010, S. 103–127.
-----------------------------------------------------------Davis LA, Dienelt A, zur Nieden NI.
'          
 )   
In: zur Nieden (ed), Embryonic stem cell therapy for osteodegenerative diseases.
 ^ ) ^ °±  K%    ~__ °  ~_±
S. 255–72.
------------------------------------------------------------

SCIENTIFIC PRESENCE

Fricke S.
Measurement and illustration of immune interaction after stem cell
transplantation.
In: zur Nieden (ed), Embryonic stem cell therapy for osteodegenerative diseases.
 ^ ) ^ °±  K%    ~__ °  ~_±
S. 315–32.
-----------------------------------------------------------Kuske B, Savkovic V, zur Nieden NI.
Improved media compositions for the differentiation of embryonic
stem cells into osteoblasts and chondrocytes.
In: zur Nieden (ed), Embryonic stem cell therapy for osteodegenerative diseases.
 ^ ) ^ °±  K%    ~__ °  ~_±
S.195–215.
-----------------------------------------------------------Trettner S, Seeliger A, zur Nieden NI.
Embryoid body formation in suspension: recent advances in
automated bioreactor technology.
In: zur Nieden (ed), Embryonic stem cell therapy for osteodegenerative diseases.
 ^ ) ^ °±  K%    ~__ °  ~_±
S. 135–49.
-----------------------------------------------------------Wilcke A, Boltze J.
Genetische Grundlagen der Legasthenie.
In: Witruk, E., Riha, D., Teichert, A., Haase, N., Stück, M. (Hrsg.):
Learning, adjustment, and stress disorders. Bern: Lang, 2010.
S. 59–82.
-----------------------------------------------------------zur Nieden NI.
Embryonic stem cells for osteo-degenerative diseases.
In: zur Nieden (ed), Embryonic stem cell therapy for osteodegenerative diseases.
 ^ ) ^ °±  K%    ~__ °  ~_±
S.1–30.

]B
zur Nieden NI (ed).
Embryonic stem cell therapy for osteo-degenerative diseases.
 ^ ) ^ °±  K%    ~__ °  ~_± ³
336 S. : Ill., graph. Darst.
ISBN 978-1-607-61961-1
Methods Mol Biol, Vol. 690.

*

!

Zoldan K, Arnold A, Stolzing A, Lehmann J.
Automated harvest of induced pluripotent stem cell colonies and
colony fractions using the cell separation robot CellCelector™.
(10 August 2010) doi:10.1038/an7723 Nature Application Note.
-----------------------------------------------------------Zoldan K, Arnold A, Stolzing A, Lehmann J.
Visualizing of migration, interaction, proliferation or differentiation of cells in time lapse exposures using the cell separation robot
CellCelector™.
(10 August 2010) doi:10.1038/an7729 Nature Application Note.
-----------------------------------------------------------Zoldan K, Füldner C, Schubert A, Lehmann J.
Automated isolation of semi-adherent macrophage-like cells from
    %      #      
CellCelector™.
(10 August 2010) doi:10.1038/an7728 Nature Application Note.
-----------------------------------------------------------Zoldan K, Knauer J, Lehmann J.
Automated clonal selection of hybridoma colonies from methylcellulose-based, semi-solid medium using the CellCelector™.
(10 August 2010) doi:10.1038/an7719 Nature Application Note.

!  !     

  

Ahnert P, Boltze J, Ligges C, Kirsten H, Wilcke A, Burkhardt J,
Quente E.
Imaging genetics of FOXP2 in dyslexia.
9. Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences, 17.12.2010, Leipzig.
Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences: abstract book /
Hrsg. Thiery J... - Leipzig : Univ. Leipzig, 2010, S. 282.
-----------------------------------------------------------Albrecht M, Gerdes W, Emmrich F, Ruschpler P.
An adjuvant HSP27 – inhibition and tumor stem cells from Pancreatic
cancer.
5. Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium, Leipzig, 28./29.10.2010
Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium, October 28–29, 2010,
Leipzig : programm, abstracts. S. 36.
-----------------------------------------------------------Arnold A, Stolzing A.
Comparison of differentiated cells generated from IPS cells with
primary somatic cells.
9. Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences, 17.12.2010, Leipzig.
Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences: abstract book /
Hrsg. Thiery J... - Leipzig : Univ. Leipzig, 2010, S. 65.
-----------------------------------------------------------Backofen R, Chitsaz H, Hofacker I, Sahinalp SC, Stadler PF.
Computational studies on non-coding RNAS : Session Introduction.
  ' %   \ K#  % %
\  %  #
2010 : Kamuela, Hawaii, USA, 4–8 January 2010. New Jersey [u.a.] :
?  <  ~_ < ||{
------------------------------------------------------------
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Baumgartner L, Keller KC, Ast J, Satoorian TS, Trettner S,
zur Nieden NI.
Comparison between murine and primate embryonic stem cells for
determination of developmental osteotoxicity in the embryonic stem
cell test.
ISSCR 8th Annual Meeting, June 2010, San Francisco, CA, USA
-----------------------------------------------------------Beinert C, Birkenmeier G, Naumann A.
Glucose-dependent downregulation of the human GLO1 gene
promoter under hypoxia.
5. Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium, Leipzig, 28./29.10.2010
Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium, October 28–29, 2010,
Leipzig : programm, abstracts. S. 35.
-----------------------------------------------------------Bui J, Stolzing A.
Stress for stress tolerance during cryopreservation.
9. Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences, 17.12.2010, Leipzig.
Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences: abstract book /
Hrsg. Thiery J... - Leipzig : Univ. Leipzig, 2010, S. 165.
-----------------------------------------------------------Burkhardt J.
Differential Allelic Expression of genes associated with Asthma.
4th ESF Conference on Functional Genomics and Disease,
14.–17.4.2010, Dresden.
-----------------------------------------------------------Davis LA, Baumgartner L, Rancourt DE, zur Nieden NI.
Evaluating developmental osteotoxicity in the embryonic stem cell
test.
38th Annual Conference of the European Teratology Society, Sept.
2010, Barcelona, Spanien.
-----------------------------------------------------------Delaroque N.
Improvements in the selection from phage display libraries.
5. Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium, Leipzig, 28./29.10.2010
Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium, October 28–29, 2010,
Leipzig : programm, abstracts. S. 43.
-----------------------------------------------------------Deten A.
Effects of mesenchymal stem cells after myocardial infarction in rats.
Workshop on Cardiac Physiology and Experimental Cardiolgy,
16.–18.9.2010, Rauischholzhausen.
-----------------------------------------------------------Dienelt A, Nieber AK, zur Nieden NI.
Glucose acts osteotoxic during embryonic stem cell osteogenic
differentiation by altering Wnt signaling.
German Pharmaceutical Society, Annual Conference 2010, Oct 2010,
Braunschweig.
-----------------------------------------------------------Dienelt A, zur Nieden NI.
Characterization of osteogenic Embryonic Stem Cell differentiations
by marker expression analysis.
GeXP User Seminar, Sept. 2010.
------------------------------------------------------------
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Dienelt A, zur Nieden NI.
Glucose regulates differentiation fate of embryonic stem cells by
altering CatnB co-factor binding.
3rd International Congress on Stem Cells and Tissue Formation,
July 2010, Dresden.
-----------------------------------------------------------Dienelt A, zur Nieden NI.
Glucose regulates maintenance and mesendodermal cell fate
decisions of murine embryonic stem cells.
ISSCR 8th Annual Meeting, June 2010, San Francisco, CA, USA.
-----------------------------------------------------------Dienelt A, Nieber K, zur Nieden NI.
Skeletal malformations in the offspring of diabetic mothers can be
mimicked in vitro using embryonic stem cell differentiation.
49th International Meeting of the German Society of Pharmacology
and Toxicology (DGPT), Mainz, Germany.
-----------------------------------------------------------Ding H, Kuske B, zur Nieden NI.
A Wnt5a expressing subpopulation of differentiating murine
embryonic stem cells shows enhanced osteogenic capacity.
ISSCR 8th Annual Meeting, June 2010, San Francisco, CA, USA.
-----------------------------------------------------------Ding H, Kuske B, zur Nieden NI.
Inhibition of CamKII, JNK and PKC diminishes Wnt5a induced
osteogenesis in embryonic stem cells.
9th Leipzig Research Festival for Life Science 2010, 17.12.2010,
Leipzig.
-----------------------------------------------------------Ding H, zur Nieden NI.
Y)   #           % % 
embryonic stem cells suggests a neural crest origin.
3rd International Congress on Stem Cells and Tissue Formation,
July 2010, Dresden.
-----------------------------------------------------------Dreyer A.
Autologous stem cell treatment of stroke: a study concept to reveal
cell migration in vitro and in vivo.
19th European stroke conference, 25.–28.04.2010, Barcelona.
-----------------------------------------------------------Federova V, Stolzing A.
Hydroxyethylstarch in cryopreservation of mesenchymal stem cells.
9. Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences, 17.12.2010, Leipzig.
Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences: abstract book /
Hrsg. Thiery J... - Leipzig : Univ. Leipzig, 2010, S. 166.
-----------------------------------------------------------Fricke S.
Accelerating hematopoietic recovery by non adherent bone marrow
cells and regulatory T cells. Development of supportive strategies in
hematopoietic stem cell transplantation.
BMBF-Wettbewerbe BioFuture, GO-Bio/Projektträger Jülich, Berlin,
26./27.01.2010.
------------------------------------------------------------

SCIENTIFIC PRESENCE

Fricke S.
Development of anti-CD4 antibody therapies for treatment of
Graft-versus-Host-Disease in transgenic mice and in a unique
hematopoietic stem cell transplantation model.
4th World Immune regulation Meeting (WIRM), Davos,
29.03–01.04.2010.
-----------------------------------------------------------Fricke S.
Development of novel cell- and antibody therapies for prevention of
GvHD after hematopoietic stem cell transplantation.
BIT’s 3rd Annual World Congress , Shanghai, 2010.
-----------------------------------------------------------Fricke S.
Improvement of hematopoietic recovery by non-adherent bone
marrow cells in experimental allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell
transplantation.
Jahrestagung der DGHO, ÖGHO, SGMO und SGH+SSH, Berlin,
01.10–05.10.2010.
-----------------------------------------------------------Fricke S.
Prevention of GvHD by anti-human CD4 antibodies after allogeneic
hematopoietic stem cell transplantation in mice.
Jahrestagung der DGfI, Leipzig, 25.–28.09.2010.
-----------------------------------------------------------Fronz U, Fröhlich W, Arnold A, Stolzing A, Nieber K, Boltze J,
Wagner DC, Deten A.
  
  )   %      
pluripotent stem cells in vitro.
9. Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences, 17.12.2010, Leipzig.
Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences: abstract book /
Hrsg. Thiery J... - Leipzig : Univ. Leipzig, 2010, S. 275.
-----------------------------------------------------------Fronz U, Weidlich S, Kranz A, Nieber K, Boltze J, Wagner DC.
Evaluation of neuroprotective properties of a continuously
administered A2a receptor antagonist in a rodent stroke model.
6th International Symposium on Neuroprotection and Neurorepair,
1.–4.10.2010, Rostock.
-----------------------------------------------------------Füldner C, Mittag A, Knauer J, Emmrich F, Tarnok A, Lehmann J.
New approaches in biomarker in situ validation by using laser
scanning cytometry.
Jahrestagung der DGfI, Leipzig, 25.–28.09.2010.
Abstracts 40 annual meeting DGFI, German Society of Immunology,
September 22 - 25, 2010, Leipzig, PIM - 110, S.110.
-----------------------------------------------------------Gruber AR, Findeiß S, Washietl S, Hofacker IL, Stadler PF.
RNAZ 2.0: improved noncoding RNA detection.
  ' %   \ K#  % %
\  %  #
2010 : Kamuela, Hawaii, USA, 4–8 January 2010. New Jersey [u.a.] :
?  <  ~_ < {´µ´
------------------------------------------------------------

Hackermüller J.
Cell cycle, oncogenic and tumor suppressor pathways control the
expression of numerous long and macro non-protein coding RNAs.
EMBL Symposia “The non-coding Genome“, Heidelberg,
13.–16.10.2010.
-----------------------------------------------------------Hilger N, Ackermann M, Kamprad M, Niederwieser D, Stolzing A,
Boltze J, Niemann I, Pfefferkorn C, Jahns J, Sack U, Emmrich F,
Fricke S.
In vitro and in vivo characterization of non-adherent bone marrow
cells in murine hematopoietic stem cell transplantation.
5. Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium, Leipzig, 28./29.10.2010
Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium, October 28–29, 2010, Leipzig :
programm, abstracts. S. 24.
-----------------------------------------------------------Hilger N, Ackermann M, Tuche S, Svanidze E, Jahns J, Kamprad M,
Emmrich F, Sack U, Fricke S.
Non-adherent bone marrow cells facilitate hematopoesis after
murine allogeneic and syngeneic hematopoeitic stem cell
transplantation.
9. Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences, 17.12.2010, Leipzig.
Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences: abstract book /
Hrsg. Thiery J... - Leipzig : Univ. Leipzig, 2010, S. 66.
-----------------------------------------------------------Hilger N.
Accelerating hematopoietic recovery by non adherent bone marrow
cells and regulatory T cells.
BMBF-Wettbewerbe BioFuture, GO-Bio/Projektträger Jülich, Berlin,
26.01.2010.
-----------------------------------------------------------Hilger N.
Cotransplantation of bone marrow cells, splenocytes and CD4+
CD25+ FoxP3+ Tregs: First achievement of full allogeneic donor
chimerism and earlier reconstitution of hematopoiesis in transgenic
mice.
Zytomic, 15th Leipziger Workshop, Leipzig, 22.04.–24.04.2010.
-----------------------------------------------------------Horvat S, zur Nieden NI.
Increased apoptosis of murine embryonic stem cells in hyperglycemic
conditions is coupled with a reduction in spontaneous differentiation.
3rd International Congress on Stem Cells and Tissue Formation, July
2010, Dresden.
-----------------------------------------------------------Kaniowska D, zur Nieden NI.
Enhanced miR-361 expression is associated with high osteogenic
differentiation of murine embryonic stem cells.
ISSCR 8th Annual Meeting, June 2010, San Francisco, CA, USA.
-----------------------------------------------------------Kirsten H.
Towards a genetic screening test for dyslexia allowing functional
#    '   #           #   )
factors.
4th ESF Conference on Functional Genomics and Disease,
14.–17.4.2010, Dresden.
------------------------------------------------------------
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Kirsten H.
Towards a genetic screening test for dyslexia allowing functional
#    '   #           #   )
factors.
ASHG 60th Annual Meeting, 2.–6.11.2010, Washington, D.C.
-----------------------------------------------------------Knauer J, Veneruso V, Lehmann J.
Präklinische Evaluierung des immunmodulatorischen Potenzials von
Biopharmazeutika.
Bayern Innovativ Kooperationsforum Biopharmazeutika,
Benediktbeuern, 18.05.2010.
-----------------------------------------------------------Kranz A, Braun S, Okoniewski J, Boltze J, Wagner DC.
Validation of neurofunctional tests for stroke in spontaneously
hypertensive rats.
6th International Symposium on Neuroprotection and Neurorepair,
1.–4.10.2010, Rostock.
-----------------------------------------------------------Kranz A, Lorenz M, Riegelsberger UM, Pösel C, Nitzsche F, Bojko M,
Scholz M, Kränkel A, Boltze J, Wagner DC.
Y %      #      %
umbilical cord blood cell transplantation after experimental stroke.
7th World Stroke Congress, 13.–16. Oktober 2010, Seoul, Korea.
-----------------------------------------------------------Kuhlmeier D, Borchert D, Naumann A, Faber S, Gerdes W, Schotter J,
Hoeink V, Becker H, Carstens C, Zilch C.
    #  %#     % "   %  
rapid diagnosis of infectious diseases.
5. Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium, Leipzig, 28./29.10.2010
Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium, October 28–29, 2010,
Leipzig : programm, abstracts. S. 42.
-----------------------------------------------------------Lange F, Sack U, Holmdahl R.
Characterization of a new animal model for cartilage destruction.
5. Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium, Leipzig, 28./29.10.2010
Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium, October 28–29, 2010,
Leipzig : programm, abstracts. S. 39.
-----------------------------------------------------------Langenberger D, Bermudez-Santana C, Stadler PF, Hoffmann S.
      
 %      %
sequence data.
  ' %   \ K#  % %
\  %  #
2010 : Kamuela, Hawaii, USA, 4–8 January 2010. New Jersey [u.a.] :
?  <  ~_ < }}µ
-----------------------------------------------------------Lehmann J, Schulz F.
Preclinical safety requirements for the approval of cellbased medicinal
products – Demonstration of the safety testing concept at Fraunhofer
IZI and TRM Leipzig
5. Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium, Leipzig, 28./29.10.2010
Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium, October 28–29, 2010,
Leipzig : programm, abstracts. S. 16.
------------------------------------------------------------
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Makert G.
Development of a novel method to protect the honey bee Apis
mellifera against Varroa destructor.
Jahrestagung dt. Gesellschaft für Zoologie, September 2010,
Hamburg.
-----------------------------------------------------------Martinez IKC, Kuske B, zur Nieden NI.
Osteoblast differentiation from human embryonic stem cells: a
model to determine the effects of tobacco smoke on prenatal bone
development.
ISSCR 8th Annual Meeting, June 2010, San Francisco, CA, USA.
-----------------------------------------------------------Mitterling M, Stolzing A.
Analysis of mice brains transplanted with adult stem cells using
western blotting.
9. Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences, 17.12.2010, Leipzig.
Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences: abstract book /
Hrsg. Thiery J... - Leipzig : Univ. Leipzig, 2010. S. 238.
-----------------------------------------------------------&) ^ Y  < ( # '
Effect of aging on adipose derived mesenchymal stem cells – risk and
     
9. Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences, 17.12.2010, Leipzig.
Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences: abstract book /
Hrsg. Thiery J... - Leipzig : Univ. Leipzig, 2010, S. 169.
-----------------------------------------------------------Oelkrug C, Niemann I, Schönfelder U, Blatz R, Rodloff A, Fricke S,
Fricke C, Götze M, Tuche S, Hilger N.
<=        % $    
differentiation of Candida and Aspergillus species.
9. Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences, 17.12.2010, Leipzig.
Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences: abstract book /
Hrsg. Thiery J... - Leipzig : Univ. Leipzig, 2010, S. 248.
-----------------------------------------------------------Otto C.
Statistical analysis of Tiling Array expression data.
EMBL Symposia “The non-coding Genome“, Heidelberg,
13.–16.10.2010
-----------------------------------------------------------Pfefferkorn C, Kirschner RD, Lehmann J, Müller GA, Schümann M,
Krause E, Engeland K.
Expression and function of a new cell cycle regulator
9. Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences, 17.12.2010, Leipzig.
Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences: abstract book /
Hrsg. Thiery J... - Leipzig : Univ. Leipzig, 2010, S. 67.
-----------------------------------------------------------Reiche K.
Molecular signatures of long non-coding RNAs in breast cancer patients.
EACR2010, Oslo, Norwegen, 26.–29.06.2010.
------------------------------------------------------------

SCIENTIFIC PRESENCE

Reiche K.
Molecular signatures of long non-coding RNAs in breast cancer patients.
EMBL Symposia “The non-coding Genome“, Heidelberg,
13.–16.10.2010.
-----------------------------------------------------------Riegelsberger UM, Michalk S, Kranz A, Quente E, Boltze J,
Wagner DC.
Beyond apoptosis: cleaved caspase-3 positive cells following
experimental stroke.
7th World Stroke Congress, 13.–16. Oktober 2010, Seoul, Korea.
-----------------------------------------------------------Schimmelpfennig C, Oelkrug C, Shurawel N, Fricke S, Ehlert U,
Lachmann A, Friedmann A, Kamprad M, Heilmann A, Emmrich F.
Adoptive immunotherapy with cytokine-induced killer cells in a NOD/
SCID colon carcinoma xenograft model.
5. Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium, Leipzig, 28./29.10.2010
Fraunhofer Life Science Symposium, October 28–29, 2010,
Leipzig : programm, abstracts. S. 20.
-----------------------------------------------------------Schneeweiss A.
Non coding RNAs upon infection with West Nile Virus.
European Congress of Virology, April 2010, Como / Italien.
-----------------------------------------------------------Schotter J, Höink V, Brückl H, Kuhlmeier D, Borchert D, Naumann A,
Gerdes W, Faber S, Zilch C, Becker H, Carstens C, Rührig M,
Meindl M, Heigelmayer B, Schutti M, Nachsel R, Pötter H.
 #  %#     % "   %   
diagnosis of infectious diseases.
Nanosens Conference, Wien. 02.–03.12.2010.
-----------------------------------------------------------Schutt K.
Long non-coding RNAs in Prostate Cancer.
EMBL Symposia “The non-coding Genome“, Heidelberg,
13.–16.10.2010.
-----------------------------------------------------------Schutt K.
Nicht kodierende RNAs in Brustkrebs-initiierenden Zellen.
LIFE Eröffnungsveranstaltung, Leipzig, 27.9.2010.
-----------------------------------------------------------Schutt K, Reiche K, Boll K, Horn F, Hackermüller J,
Non-protein coding RNAs in breast cancer initiating cells.
9. Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences, 17.12.2010, Leipzig.
Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences: abstract book / Hrsg. Thiery
J... - Leipzig : Univ. Leipzig, 2010, S. 120.
-----------------------------------------------------------Stolzing A, Federova V.
Cryopreservation of mesenchymal stem cells without DMSO.
Reconstructive Surgery, 27–30.10.2010, Rom, Italien.
-----------------------------------------------------------Stolzing A, Hinze A.
Transplantation of bone marrow derived stem cells into Alzheimer
mice.
DGGG Jahrestagung, 15.–16.9.210, Berlin.
------------------------------------------------------------

Stolzing A, Ishak S, Lay J.
K !    "%%   #   Y<$ %#  
}  ?  $ #
% < )  "%%    <
9.–13.3.2010, München.
-----------------------------------------------------------< ( # ' &) ^
Effect of aging on adipose derived mesenchymal stem cells – risk and
     
Koranet Workshop, 8.–9.11.2010, Berlin.
-----------------------------------------------------------Stolzing A.
Altern von Stammzellen.
Gesellschaft der Regenerativen Medizin, 19.11.2010, Berlin.
-----------------------------------------------------------Stolzing A.
Cryopreservation of mesenchymal stem cells without DMSO.
Klima und Tieftemperatur Konferenz, 31.1.2010, Berlin.
-----------------------------------------------------------Stolzing A.
iPS cells.
NECTAR Meeting, 2010, Freiburg.
-----------------------------------------------------------Szardenings M.
Improving the Selection from Phage Display Libraries.
PEGS Europe, 5.–7.10.2010, Hannover.
-----------------------------------------------------------Taubert J, Safdari S, Pösel C, Kranz A, Scheibe J, Boltze J,
Wagner DC.
Syngeneic transplantation of adipose tissue-derived cells for
experimental stroke.
6th International Symposium on Neuroprotection and Neurorepair,
1.–4.10.2010, Rostock.
-----------------------------------------------------------Ulbert S.
The major envelope glycoprotein of the porcine Arterivirus is
     %%%      

endogenous virus-like particle.
European Congress of Virology, April 2010, Como / Italien.
-----------------------------------------------------------Ulbert S.
West Nil Virus: Impfstoffentwicklung und epidemiologische
Untersuchungen.
Innovationstage BLE, Oktober 2010, Berlin.
-----------------------------------------------------------Veneruso V, Lehmann J.
Immunogenicity testing of UVC-irradiated platelet concentrates in
dogs - a proteomic approach.
Jahrestagung der DGfI, Leipzig, 25.–28.09.2010
Abstracts 40 annual meeting DGFI, German Society of Immunology,
September 22–25, 2010, Leipzig, CBI - 119, S. 24.
------------------------------------------------------------
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von Geymüller T.
Adult sheep models of stroke.
1st World Forum on Cerebral Blood Flow Metabolism,
18.–20.10.2010, Kyoto.
-----------------------------------------------------------von Geymüller T.
Analysis of GFAP expression after stroke in bone marrow cell treated
sheep.
6th International Symposium on Neuroprotection and Neuroprotection, 1.–4.10.2010, Rostock.
-----------------------------------------------------------Werner F, Fröhlich W, Deten A.
Treatment with bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells for myocardial
infarction in rats.
Jahrestagung der Deutschen Physiologischen Gesellschaft, FEPS
^  #   #  ' $ %    ~µ`~_ £  # 
Dänemark.
-----------------------------------------------------------Wielsch B, Boltze J, Müller M.
New targets for stroke therapy – an in vitro approach.
6th International Symposium on Neuroprotection and Neurorepair,
1.–4.10.2010, Rostock.
-----------------------------------------------------------Wielsch B,
New targets for stroke therapy – an in vitro approach.
9. Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences, 17.12.2010, Leipzig.
Leipzig Research Festival of Life Sciences: abstract book /
Hrsg. Thiery J... - Leipzig : Univ. Leipzig, 2010, S. 267.
-----------------------------------------------------------Wilcke A.
Genetische Grundlagen der Legasthenie.
III. All-European Dyslexia Conference, 22.–24.4.2010, Brügge.
-----------------------------------------------------------Wilcke A.
Genes and Dyslexia – A Guide for Beginners.
The International Dyslexia Association, 61st Annual Conference
Reading, Literacy and Learning, 27.–30.10.2010, Phoenix.
-----------------------------------------------------------Zeisig V.
Hot spot imaging of the ischemic penumbra with the new
generation brain hypoxia marker [18F]FETA and PET.
6th International Symposium on Neuroprotection and
Neuroprotection, 1.–4.10.2010, Rostock.
-----------------------------------------------------------Zeisig V.
Imaging the ischemic penumbra with PET: Evaluation of [18F]FETA –
a brain hypoxia marker of the newer generation.
1st World Forum on Cerebral Blood Flow Metabolism,
18.–20.10.2010, Kyoto.
------------------------------------------------------------
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Zoldan K, Füldner C, Lehmann J.
Automated isolation of semi-adherent macrophages from a
   %      #      
CellCelector™.
Jahrestagung der DGfI, Leipzig, 25.–28.09.2010
Abstracts 40 annual meeting DGFI, German Society of Immunology,
September 22–25, 2010, Leipzig,PIM - 109, S. 110.
-----------------------------------------------------------Zoldan K, Ronneberger B, Knauer J, Lehmann J.
$ %  
  %  "   # %     #
throughput automation technology for faster clonal selection of
highproducing hybridoma colonies from semi-solid medium
Jahrestagung der DGfI, Leipzig, 25.–28.09.2010.
Abstracts 40 annual meeting DGFI, German Society of Immunology,
September 22–25, 2010, Leipzig, PIM - 108, S. 109.
-----------------------------------------------------------zur Nieden NI.
Applying the embryonic stem cell test to study developmental toxicity
of tobacco in vitro.
TRDRP Symposium, Oct 2010, Riverside, CA, USA.
-----------------------------------------------------------zur Nieden NI.
Cell surface marker expression in embryonic stem cells
overexpressing a stable form of beta-catenin.
German Society for Cytometry, Oct 2010, Leipzig.
-----------------------------------------------------------zur Nieden NI.
Engineering osteogenic progenitors from embryonic stem cells.
Biospine 3, Sept. 2010, Amsterdam, Niederlande.
-----------------------------------------------------------zur Nieden NI.
 %  ?     #     # 
   %   % 
Clinical Proteomics, Feb 2010, Hamburg.
-----------------------------------------------------------zur Nieden NI.
         % %   
Sponsorship of young academics – German Federal Ministry of
Research and Education, Jan 2010, Berlin.

SCIENTIFIC PRESENCE

 

Andre Seidel, Stem Cell Biology Unit
Differenzierung von induzierten pluripotenten Stammzellen in
Richtung Mikrogliazellen. (Differentiation of induced pluripotent stem
cells in the direction of microglial cells.)
University of Applied Sciences Zittau / Görlitz, Germany, master thesis
-----------------------------------------------------------Doreen Babin, Stem Cell Technology
Überexpression funktioneller microRNAs in der osteogenen
Differenzierung muriner embryonaler Stammzellen. (Overexpression
of functional microRNAs in the osteogenic differentiation of murine
embryonic stem cells.)
University of Applied Sciences Mittweida, Germany, diploma thesis
-----------------------------------------------------------Engy Mohamed, Cell Engineering GLP Unit
/ "  £  =     <«  ! )   %% logische Entzündungsparameter humaner Zelllinien sowie primärer
%% ) (   "         # !  
 %%  #  "%%  %   %     
primary immune effector cells.)
University of Leipzig, Germany, diploma thesis
-----------------------------------------------------------Franziska Nitzsche, Neuro- / Cardiorepair Unit
Analyse einer murinen Astrozytenkultur vor und nach OxygenGlucose-Deprivation. (Analysis of a murine astrocyte culture before
and after oxygen/glucose deprivation.)
University of Leipzig, Germany, bachelor thesis
-----------------------------------------------------------Katharina Zoldan, Cell Engineering GLP Unit
Entwicklung und Validierung von Methoden und Applikationsprotokollen zur praktischen Anwendung des Zellseparationsroboters
CellCelector™ der zweiten Generation. (Development and validation
of methods and application protocols for the practical application of
the second generation cell separation robot CellCelectorTM.)
University of Applied Sciences Mannheim, Germany, diploma thesis
-----------------------------------------------------------Kerstin Boll, RNomics Unit
Three microRNAs synergistically repress androgen receptor signaling
and are downregulated in prostate carcinoma.
University of Leipzig, Germany, dissertation
-----------------------------------------------------------Michael Siebauer, RNomics Unit
[ ''  /  %  #   %   %# 
sequence-structure alignment.
University of Leipzig, Germany, master thesis
-----------------------------------------------------------Stefan Chabierski, Vaccine Technologies Unit
Expression und Charakterisierung eines Proteins zur Bekämpfung
von schädlichen Arthropoden. (Expression and characterization of a
protein for combating harmful arthropods.)
University of Leipzig, Germany, master thesis

Patents
The employees of the Fraunhofer IZI submitted 5 patents in the past
year.
Furthermore, the following patents were granted or published in
2010:
Johannes Boltze / Anrdt Wilcke / Holger Kirsten
WO 2010/007063 (granted: January 21, 2010)
Method of diagnosing dyslexia.
-----------------------------------------------------------Johannes Boltze / Holger Kirsten
WO 2010/046454 (granted: April 29, 2010)
Quantitative determination of cDNA and genomic DNA comprised in
a sample.
-----------------------------------------------------------Johannes Boltze / Holger Kirsten
EP 2180065A1 (granted: April 28, 2010)
Method of reducing the molecular weight of at least one PCR
product for its detection while maintaining its identity.
-----------------------------------------------------------Stephan Fricke / Alexandra Stolzing
WO 2010/037826 (Veröffentlichung: September 30, 2010)
Method of enriching stem cells in culture.
-----------------------------------------------------------Alexandra Stolzing / Fraunhofer IBG / Fraunhofer IPT / Fraunhofer IPA
WO 2010/130302 (granted: November 18, 2010)
DE 102009022351 (granted: November 25, 2010)
Modular system for the automatic production of three-dimensional
tissue structures. GMP conform modular system.
-----------------------------------------------------------Alexandra Stolzing
EP 2192174 (granted: June 2, 2010)
WO 2010/05614 (granted: May 27, 2010)
Reprogramming cells toward a pluripotent state.
-----------------------------------------------------------Sebastian Ulbert
EP 2230246 (granted: September 22, 2010)
Arterivirus glycoprotein 5 virus-like particles.
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SPONSORS AND ADVISORY BOARD OF THE
FRAUNHOFER IZI
The Fraunhofer IZI‘s successful development and continuous growth in the buildup phase was facilitated
by the support and commitment of various institutions and persons.

  

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft and the Fraunhofer IZI extend
their thanks to the former members of the advisory board

The Fraunhofer IZI would like to thank the European Union,

(through 2010):

the Federal Ministry for Education and Research, the Free
State of Saxony and the City of Leipzig via the Leipzig

–

Foundation for Innovation and Technology Transfer for their
      #   

 %

Dr. Gabriele Hausdorf (Federal Ministry of Education and
Research (BMBF), Head of the Section of Health Research



within the Department of Life Sciences)
–

The European Union sponsors through the programs EFRE and

Dr. Michael Herschel (GlaxoSmithKline GmbH & Co. KG,
Head of Clinical Research)

ESF. The building projects of the Fraunhofer IZI are sponsored

–

Dr. Eberhard Lampeter (VITA 34 AG, Chairman)

60 percent by the European Union and 20 percent each by

–

Prof. Dr. med. Gustav Steinhoff (University of Rostock,

the Federal Ministry for Education and Research and the
Free State of Saxony. In the same manner, the expenses of

Director of the Department of Cardiac Surgery)
–

about 11 million Euros for construction and equipment of the

Prof. Dr. Hans Wolf (University of Regensburg, Director of
the Institute for Medical Microbiology and Hygiene)

extension building are covered. The plot of land is provided by
the City of Leipzig in hereditary leasehold and free of charge.
The advisory board from 2011 on:

–

Dr. jur. Dr. h.c. oec. publ. Albrecht Schmidt (Vorsitz)
(Bayerische Hypo- und Vereinsbank AG, emeritus Chairman of the Supervisory Board)

Financed by

–

Dr. Knut Bartl (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, CSO Location
Penzberg)

European Union

–

Dr. Annerose Beck (Saxon State Ministry of Science and
the Arts (SMWK), Deputy Head of National-Regional
Research Centres Administration)

–

Dr. Heinrich Guntermann (Nuvo Research Inc., CEO)

–

Prof. Dr. Andreas H. Guse (University Hospital HamburgEppendorf, Vice-Dean for Teaching)

–

Prof. Dr. Hans-Martin Jäck (University Hospital Erlangen,
Head of the Molecular Immunology Department)

+)  $ ! 

–

The advisory board functions as the external expert commit-

–

Prof. Dr. Friedrich-Wilhelm Mohr (Cardiac Center Leipzig
GmbH – University Hospital – Medical Director)

tee for strategic questions regarding the institutional direction
and the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft. Its members are invited and

Director of the Small Animal Hospital)
–

appointed by the president of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft.
The advisory board includes representatives from industry and

Prof. Dr. Gerhard Oechtering, University of Leipzig,

Dr. med. Kai Pinkernell (Miltenyi Biotec GmbH, Head of
Research in Clinical Development)

–

Prof. Dr. med. Thomas Skutella (University of Heidelberg,

research as well as from authorities, ministries and founda-

Head of Department at the Institute for Anatomy and Cell

tions. The board meets once a year and evaluates

Biology)

the performance and image of the institute.
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FRAUNHOFER-GESELLSCHAFT IN PROFILE
Research of practical utility lies at the heart of all activities pursued by the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft. Founded in 1949, the research organization undertakes applied research that drives
economic development and serves the wider benefit of society. Its services are solicited by
customers and contractual partners in industry, the service sector and public administration.

At present, the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft maintains more

As an employer, the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft offers its

than 80 research units in Germany, including 60 Fraunhofer

staff the opportunity to develop the professional and

Institutes. The majority of the more than 18,000 staff are

personal skills that will allow them to take up positions of

=       #    )    

responsibility within their institute, at universities, in industry



research budget of €1.65 billion. Of this sum, more than

and in society. Students who choose to work on projects at

€1.40 billion is generated through contract research. More

the Fraunhofer Institutes have excellent prospects of starting

than 70 percent of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft’s contract

and developing a career in industry by virtue of the practical

research revenue is derived from contracts with industry and

training and experience they have acquired.

 %       &  '%  ` 



contributed by the German federal and Länder governments

       # (

in the form of base funding, enabling the institutes to work

organization that takes its name from Joseph von Fraunhofer

ahead on solutions to problems that will not become acutely

(1787–1826), the illustrious Munich researcher, inventor and



entrepreneur.

               %

 

now.
'     
   
 



        
    #

  #  %  

       #   

%

development.
?       %

#>) ! 
Prof. Dr. Hans-Jörg Bullinger, President of the FraunhoferGesellschaft, Corporate Management and Research

  

  

Prof. Dr. Ulrich Buller, Research Planning

research and its focus on key technologies of relevance to
the future, the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft plays a prominent

Prof. Dr. Alfred Gossner, Finance and Controlling (including

role in the German and European innovation process. Applied

Business Management, Purchasing, Real Estate), IT

research has a knock-on effect that extends beyond the direct
       %  #  
and development work, the Fraunhofer Institutes help to

 

reinforce the competitive strength of the economy in their
local region, and throughout Germany and Europe. They do

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der angewandten

so by promoting innovation, strengthening the technological

Forschung e. V.

base, improving the acceptance of new technologies, and

Hansastrasse 27c | 80686 München | Germany

helping to train the urgently needed future generation of

Phone +49 89 1205-0 | Fax +49 89 1205-7531

scientists and engineers.

info@fraunhofer.de | www.fraunhofer.de
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Locations
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Leipzig
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Location of institute of the
Fraunhofer Group for Life Sciences

Fraunhofer IZI

FRAUNHOFER-GESELLSCHAFT

FRAUNHOFER GROUP FOR LIFE SCIENCES
To s t re ngt he n t he b i o s c i e n c e s , b i o me d i c i n e and bi otec hnol ogy , i n 2001 the F raunhofer G roup for Lif e
Sci en c e s w a s c re a t e d . I t cu rre n tl y c o mp ri s e s s i x i ns ti tutes .

In terms of expanding research revenue as well as business

   

 WJ

spin-offs, the Fraunhofer Group for Life Sciences is one of the
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft‘s most dynamic areas of research.

–

Fraunhofer Institute for Biomedical Engineering IBMT

–

Fraunhofer Institute for Interfacial Engineering and

Business units of the Fraunhofer Group for Life Sciences:
–

Medical translational research and biomedical technology:

Biotechnology IGB
–

The challenge of innovative diagnostics and personalized
therapy

–

Ecology IME
–

#   %    #  =

Fraunhofer Institute for Toxicology and Experimental
Medicine ITEM

biobanking and controlled self-healing

–

Fraunhofer Institute for Cell Therapy and Immunology IZI

Healthy foods: The challenge of high consumer

–

Fraunhofer Institute for Process Engineering and

acceptance and disease prevention
–

Fraunhofer Institute for Molecular Biology and Applied

Packaging IVV

The new potential of biotechnology: The challenge to
learn from nature for industrial exploitation

–

Process, chemical, and herbicide safety: The challenge of

 

environmental and consumer protection

Dr. Claus-Dieter Kroggel

    

Fraunhofer Institute for Toxicology and Experimental Medicine

The elected spokesman of the Fraunhofer Group for Life

Nikolai-Fuchs-Straße 1

Sciences is Prof. Uwe Heinrich, who heads the Fraunhofer

30625 Hannover

Institute for Toxicology and Experimental Medicine ITEM in

Germany

Hanover. Since 2008, Prof. Dr. Frank Emmrich (head of the

Phone: +49 511 5350-103

Fraunhofer IZI) is deputy spokesman.

claus.kroggel@vls.fraunhofer.de
www.lifesciences.frauhofer.de
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FRAUNHOFER IZICONTACT INFORMATION

HOW TO REACH US
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fair grounds. We recommend that you enter “An den
Tierkliniken“ into your navigation system.
A9 – Exit Leipzig-West: Take the B181 in the direction of
the city center (“Zentrum“) and follow the B87 (Merseburger
Straße, Lützner Str., Jahnallee). After passing the central

Fraunhofer IZI
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station, turn right towards Augustusplatz (Leipzig Opera
House). At Augustusplatz turn left and keep to the right,
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after the second intersection turn right onto Puschstraße, at
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in the direction of the city center (“Zentrum“) and follow the
B2 (via Gerichtsweg). Turn left onto Prager Straße (B2) in the
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Fraunhofer IZI
H

A38 – Exit Leipzig-Süd: Take the B2 in the direction of the
city center (“Zentrum“) and turn off at exit “Richard-LehmannStraße“. Follow Richard-Lehmann-Straße and turn off before
the BMW car dealership onto Zwickauer Straße in the
direction of “Alte Messe“, then turn right onto Perlickstraße.

Zwickauer St

  )    % ) · ^    
visitors’ parking right in front of the façade of the institute.

]$    !  



Take the train to Leipzig Central Station (“Leipziger Hauptbahnhof“), then transfer to the number 16 tram in the direction of Lößnig and get off at the stop “An den Tierkliniken“.

  



From the airport take the urban train (“S-Bahn“) to Leipzig
Central Station (“Leipziger Hauptbahnhof“), then transfer to
the number 16 tram in the direction of Lößnig and get off at
the stop “An den Tierkliniken“.
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Prof. Dr. Frank Emmrich | Phone +49 341 35536-9105

Jens Augustin | Phone +49 341 35536-9320

frank.emmrich@izi.fraunhofer.de

jens.augustin@izi.fraunhofer.de

+  

] 

Patric Nitz | Phone +49 341 35536-9200

Dr. Thomas Tradler | Phone +49 341 35536-9305

patric.nitz@izi.fraunhofer.de

thomas.tradler@izi.fraunhofer.de

&  

 

Department of Cell Engineering

Anja Bochmann | Phone +49 341 35536-9250

Dr. Gerno Schmiedeknecht | Phone +49 341 35536-9705

anja.bochmann@izi.fraunhofer.de

gerno.schmiedeknecht@izi.fraunhofer.de


Department of Immunology
Prof. Dr. Frank Emmrich | Phone +49 341 9725-500
frank.emmrich@izi.fraunhofer.de


Department of Cell Therapy
Dr. Johannes Boltze | Phone +49 341 9725-814
johannes.boltze@izi.fraunhofer.de


Department of Diagnostics and New Technologies
Prof. Friedemann Horn | Phone +49 341 9725-491
friedemann.horn@izi.fraunhofer.de
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INFORMATION SERVICE
 ) "

All our brochures and

Our service catalog gives you a comprehensive insight into the

publications as well as current

products and services offered by the Fraunhofer IZI. On the basis

announcements made by

  # #     #   #


    



 #  %     )       =)  

the Fraunhofer IZI can be
found on our homepage

your appropriate contact person at our institute and gain insight

www.izi.fraunhofer.de

into reference projects or applicabilities.

in the menu “Press and
Publications“ under
“Downloads“

 "

(www.izi.fraunhofer.de/

Our seminar catalog gives you an overview of the advanced

izi_downloads.html).

training program offered by the Fraunhofer IZI. Besides inter-

^    %

disciplinary seminars like project management, communication

presse@izi.fraunhofer.de

  #      #  

   % 

and workshops to our partners.

and order our brochures as
hard copies.

+ `  
In combination with past years’ issues, our current annual report
gives you an insight into the structure of the Fraunhofer IZI, our
services, important events and publications, offers, as well as
selected project examples.
JAHRESBERICHT

2010
Jahresbericht Fraunhofer IZI 2010 | 1

 
An overview of interesting events held at the Fraunhofer IZI as
well as further information on our institute can be found on our
homepage www.izi.fraunhofer.de.
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Title page
"         #  cence microscopy). First prize in the photo competition “Fascinating Microcosm“ (Faszination
Mikrokosmos) within the framework of the Long
Night of the Sciences / Researchers‘ Night (Lange
Nacht der Wissenschaften): Verena te Kamp, University of Leipzig, Center of Biotechnology and
Biomedicine (BBZ).

Printed by
DZA Druckerei zu Altenburg GmbH, Altenburg

Editorial address
Fraunhofer Institute for Cell Therapy and
Immunology
Perlickstraße 1
04103 Leipzig
Germany
www.izi.fraunhofer.de
info@izi.fraunhofer.de
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WE

REGENERATION

Main Topics

world conference on
regenerative medicine
[Germany | Leipzig 2011 | November 2 – 4, 2011]

Advances in:
Cell and Immunotherapy
Stem Cells
Cell and Tissue Engineering
Biomaterials and Tissue Interaction
Models of Regeneration
Molecular Mechanisms of Regeneration
Diagnostic and Imaging of Regeneration

Regeneration of:
Neurological Disorders
Autoimmune Disorders
Cardiac and Vascular Disorders
Cancer (Oncology)
Bone and Cartilage
Skin and Soft Tissue
Liver, Lung and Kidney

MORE INFORMATION, ABSTRACT SUBMISSION AND REGISTRATION: WWW.WCRM-LEIPZIG.COM
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